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Abstract

Atomistic simulations of the mechanism of hydrogen pile-up around a single vacancy

and its effect on the vacancy mobility are performed to investigate possible nanoscale

mechanisms for hydrogen embrittlement. A detailed study of the interactions of

hydrogen with the vacancy point defect in nickel is presented. In particular we discuss

the trapping of multiple hydrogen atoms in a monovacancy. We show that a single

vacancy is capable of trapping 12 or more hydrogen atoms. The trapping energy is

found to be approximately equal to -0.14 eV. We find that the interstitial hydrogen

in the bulk lattice prefers to be located at octahedral interstitial positions which is

in agreement with previous theoretical works in the literature. The trapping energy

is obtained for the relaxed octahedral and tetrahedral positions inside the vacancy,

with a site preference for octahedral positions. The influence of the vacancy defect is

not limited to its volume but also extends to the octahedral sites of its first-nearest-

neighbour atoms. The interstitial hydrogen atoms prefer to cluster around the single

vacancy than to remain at unrelated interstitial locations in the bulk lattice. The

hydrogen-vacancy cluster is extremely stable in nature.

We also look at the effect of pressure on the trapping and migration energies of the

hydrogen-vacancy complex. We find that the magnitude of the energy is influenced

by stress. The hydrogen atom cloud around the vacancy defect also exerts some

resistance towards the migration of the defect.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Material Science and Crystals

The evolution of mankind and the evolution of material science are impossible to

disentangle. The gravity of this statement is such that phases of human history have

been named after materials; for example the stone, bronze and iron ages. One of the

earliest recognizable events in material science is the firing of the clay and sand in

an open fire to make pottery. In a modern sense, materials science and engineering

is a multidisciplinary effort with an aim to understand material properties and work

towards the development of new materials capable of greater performance.

Materials make modern life possible — from the polymers in the chair that we sit

on, the metal ballpoint pen that we use daily, and the concrete that made the building

we live in or work in to the materials that make up the streets and highways and the

cars we drive in. All these items are the products of material science and technology.

In short material science is the study of “stuff”; which may be solid matter, inorganic

and organic. A link between the thermodynamic properties relating to the atomic

structure and macroscopically evident properties of a material were first observed by

Willard Gibbs [5] [6] in the late 19th century. The atomic structure of a material is

1
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based on factors such as the constituent atoms, the methods involved in processing

the material, whether it was subjected to external conditions like irradiation.

One physical classification of materials based on their morphological structure

is into crystalline and amorphous (glass) structures. This study focuses on crys-

talline structures. Crystalline solids are a three dimensional collection of individual

atoms, ions, or whole molecules organized in repeating patterns, whereas in amor-

phous solids the atoms are not organized in a definite lattice pattern. In this sense

“lattice” means a three-dimensional array of points, coinciding with atom positions,

and possessing translationally invariant symmetry. Understanding the properties of

crystalline structures, such as their structure, melting point, ductility, conductivity

and defects provides valuable insight into their applications.

The law of rational intercepts was created in 1784 by Haüy [7], which states that

the crystal design could be uniquely identified by reference to the crystal axes, their

relative lengths and angle of inclination. These axes, once defined, mark out a unit

cell that is the smallest unit to possess the symmetry of the crystal as a whole. This

in turn led to the identification of the seven systems of crystal symmetry; monoclinic,

triclinic, cubic, tetragonal, rhombohedral, hexagonal and orthorhombic. Three rela-

tively simple crystal structures [8] are found in most common metals: face-centered

cubic (FCC), body-centered cubic (BCC) and hexagonal close-packed (HCP).

The fundamental properties of crystalline solids include a characteristic geometri-

cal shape; bounded by planes or faces that intersect at a particular angle. In a crystal,

the atoms form a repeating, periodic array. The unit cell of a crystal is a piece of

the crystal that repeats itself throughout the whole material. We can assume the

unit cell as a three-dimensional stamp that can be used to create the entire crystal.

An ideal crystal is an infinite structure formed by regularly repeating the unit cell

on a space-filling lattice. The infinite space filling arrangement of atoms in a regular
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pattern is a lattice. This definition is the standard of perfection to which real crystals

are compared; essentially describing a perfect crystal of infinite dimensions containing

no defects of any kind. Of course real crystals always have defects, and often it is

the interplay between these defects that give rise to important material properties.

In this thesis we study one particular type of defect, the hydrogen-vacancy complex

in FCC nickel.

Now that we have understood the very fact that a perfect crystal is an idealization,

there is no such thing in nature. In real materials the atom arrangements do not follow

perfect crystalline patterns, i.e. they always contain certain defects or imperfections.

The importance of defects depends upon the material, type of defect, its extent and

properties. Material properties such as density and elastic constants are proportional

to the concentration of the defects.

Perhaps the simplest and most common defects are vacancies; wherein an atom is

simply missing from the crystal lattice site and interstitials; where an extra atom is

inserted between the lattice sites. Less well known are the vacancy-interstitial com-

plexes, where these point defects combine into a cluster. For example the importance

of self-interstitials in silicon and the agglomeration of point defects leading to forma-

tion of more complex defects have been proven [9]. Unearthing the science that leads

to the formation of these complex defects and studying the behavior of the materials

by creating the defects at the microscopic level enables us to foresee the larger aspect

of macroscopic failures, advanced high strength and lightweight materials.

With a brief understanding that crystals are made up of atoms arranged in a

specific format, it is important to note that the atomic arrangement and bonding

play an essential role in determining the material properties. Hence by implement-

ing a combined approach of macroscopic testing (e.g. compressive or tensile test),

and microscopic modeling (atomistic simulations), one can strive to comprehend the
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behavior of materials from the first principles of atomic bonding. The goal is to

understand the behavior by modeling each atom in the material by atomistic sim-

ulations. The integration of the behavior of the atoms aids in perceiving how the

material actually undergoes deformation or phase changes etc. thereby providing a

relationship between the microscopic scale to the macroscopic scale. Since the inter-

action between the atoms is the foundation of all material science, atomistic modeling

using virtual computational experiments can enormously reduce the cost and acceler-

ate the time scales of developing new and advanced materials. Today this is achieved

by quantum mechanics based techniques, and with the implementation of effective

interactions between atoms called the interatomic potentials. The 1970s were the

early days of atomistic modeling wherein even the fastest computers could manage

full quantum mechanical calculations on a few atoms found in a simple crystal unit

cell or a molecule. For example the prediction of the electronic band structure of

phases of Si and Ge [10] was an atomistic modeling milestone in that era.

Over the last few decades, there has been a sudden realization that the un-

derstanding of nano-scale behavior in materials is mandatory to envisage material

failure, which in turn opens up a wide range of opportunities to engineer new

design methods for materials from the bottom up. The increasing trend towards

miniaturization is a factor behind the significance of including atomistic simulations.

Atomistic models typically may contain an extremely large number of particles,

even though the actual physical dimensions involved will be quite small. Predicting

the accurate behavior of such particle systems under explicit consideration of the

trajectory of each particle is only possible by numerical simulation and this may

involves large computational resources; the reason being since the basic inputs for

an atomistic simulation are the atomic positions, velocities and forces; leading to

complexity in the interpretation of these numbers. Thus it is necessary to explore
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all the underlying mechanisms that govern the behavior of the materials and tap

into their properties that are highly desirable for engineering applications and this

in turn can be exploited to manufacture “next-generation” materials.

1.2 Defects in Crystals

We have discussed how an idealized crystal does not really exist and how all crystals

contain defects or imperfections. While the term “imperfection” carries with it the

connotation of unfavourable qualities, defects are actually responsible for significant

desirable properties in the field of materials science. For example, the usefulness of

an ideal silicon crystal in the field of semiconductors would be minimal or close to

none without doping it with tiny concentrations of phosphorus and arsenic to give it

the desired properties.

There is a fundamental physical reason for imperfection in crystals. Though the

perfect crystalline structure is preferred energetically, at the limit of low temperature

the atoms are relatively immobile in crystals and hence it is practically impossible to

eliminate whatever imperfections are born in the crystal structure during its growth,

processing or use. If materials were perfect crystal structures then their properties

would be governed by their crystal structure alone, resulting in a limitation in their

values and variety.

Crystal defects are divided based on the dimension or geometry of the defect.

There are point defects (zero dimensional), line defects (one dimensional) and planar

defects (two dimensional). The size of a point defect is close to that of an interatomic

space. With line defects, their length is in several orders of magnitude greater than

the width, whereas surface defects have a minor depth but their width and length
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may be several orders larger. Volume defects such as pores and cracks may possess

substantial dimensions in all measurements.

Processes such as recrystallization during annealing, sintering, oxidation or pre-

cipitation hardening may take seconds at elevated temperatures or hours at lower

temperatures, whereas phenomenon like creep may take years. These processes are

entirely influenced by the behavior of the smallest and fastest moving microstructural

defect: the point defect. They are lattice errors at isolated lattice points that occur

due to imperfect packing of atoms during crystallization or due to thermal vibra-

tion of the atoms at elevated temperatures. They include vacancies and interstitial

atoms. Intrinsic point defects such as self-interstitials where in the defect contains

only atoms which are the same as those already present in the lattice and vacancies,

are present in the crystal lattice at finite temperature due to entropic and energetic

reasons. They are formed during the solidification at the solid/liquid interface. It is

assumed that they are incorporated at their thermal equilibrium concentration. Upon

crystallization, additional mechanisms for the creation are known.

• The Schottky mechanism, where a bulk lattice atom jumps to an interstitial site

and diffuses to the surface, where it is added.

• The Frenkel mechanism, where a atom leaves the lattice site by simultaneously

creating a vacancy and a self-interstitial.

As the atoms vibrate randomly due to thermal fluctuations, point defects can

occasionally migrate from one lattice site or interstice to another. This phenomenon

is called solid-state migration. The most probable mechanism of diffusion is one

wherein the magnitude of the energy barrier or activation energy [refer Section 3.1]

to be overcome by the moving atoms is the lowest. The activation energy depends

on the forces of the interatomic bonds and existing defects. For metal atoms, the
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mechanism of vacancy diffusion is the most probable whereas for elements with a

small atomic radius such as hydrogen, the interstitial mechanism of diffusion is the

most likely pathway.

For most of the diffusion processes, the rate of diffusion can be interpreted in the

Arrhenius form whereby:

rate ∝ e
−∆E
kBT (1.1)

This implies the rate of diffusion is proportional to the exponent of the activation

energy (∆E) over temperature (kB is the Boltzmann’s constant). While studying

this phenomenon of diffusion, there are two kinds of activation energies that are of

interest; the vacancy formation energy which is the energy required to create the

vacancy and the vacancy migration energy which is the energy required to move a

vacancy between sites. These quantities can be calculated accurately and have been

elaborated in chapters 4 and 5.

The free energy of a larger defect is generally lower than that of a larger

number of smaller defects. Therefore the likelihood of vacancies and self-interstitials

being consumed by pre-existing agglomerates is more. The study of point defects

in metals is based primarily upon the investigation of the physically measurable

changes brought out by migration of the defects. Whenever an unstable number of

vacancies or interstitials are present in a crystal lattice at a condition wherein they

are mobile, they will confront other such defects wandering as the system proceeds

towards a state of equilibrium. The strength of this interaction is based upon the

kinetics of their migration and the nature of the stable or metastable configuration

to which the process eventually leads. Experiments generally require a sufficient

density of defects in order to measure the order of physical changes occurring;

and thus the analysis of the experiments must be based not only on the migration
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characteristics of the point defect themselves, but also in the way they interact.

We have thus studied the interaction of hydrogen-vacancy clusters in nickel by em-

pirical modeling in order to account the behavior of the cluster in a more detailed way.

1.3 Nickel Metal

Nickel (Ni) is a transition metal and has found application since ancient times. Ar-

tifacts made from metallic meteorites have been discovered dating from as back as

5000 BC like beads in Egyptian Graves [11]. It is the second most abundant element

in metallic meteorites after iron. Nickel as an element was not discovered until the

1750s. In the 16th century, a dark red ore often with a green coating had been a

source of problem for copper miners in Saxony, Germany. Their belief was that this

was an ore of copper but they were unable to extract any copper from it. In dismay,

they named it “kupfernickel” which means “goblins copper” because from the min-

ers superstition there were goblins holding back the extraction of copper. Swedish

chemist Axel Cronstedt carried out a number of experiments between 1751 and 1754

to determine the true nature of kupfernickel. When noticing that the results on his

work were not in accordance with copper compounds, he isolated a white, hard metal

and concluded that he had discovered a new metallic element and named it Nickel

after the parent ore. Nickel exhibits a mixture of ferrous and non-ferrous properties.

It has good ductility and has a unique ability of reacting with oxygen at an extremely

slow rate on the outer layer, leading to the formation of a protective oxide layer and

making it corrosion resistant. Nickel is an extremely versatile element and will alloy

with most metals. Nickel and copper have complete solid solubility; and a good range

of solubility exists with iron, chromium and other common engineering metals. The
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powerful resistance to both heat and corrosion as well as low thermal expansion prop-

erties of nickel alloys and Ni-based super alloys have made them useful in domestic

as well as industrial applications that require equipment to retain stability and resist

corrosion over a wide range of temperatures. Some of the notable applications in-

clude aircraft gas turbines [12], steam turbine power plants, medical instruments [13],

nuclear power generation equipment and petroleum refineries.

A typical FCC crystal lattice structure of nickel can be viewed in Figure 1.1. If

we consider an atom (black color filled spheres) at the center of some face, it has four

nearest neighbours that are at the corners of that face, four that are at the centres

of adjacent faces in one unit cell and four that are at the centres of adjacent faces in

another unit cell; totalling to 12 nearest neighbors.

Figure 1.1: Illustration of the FCC lattice arrangement in nickel

The physical dimension of a cubic unit cell is given in terms of the lattice constant

(a). It is a parameter that measures the length of the cube edge in the unit cell of

a crystal lattice. Here, Ni being a cubic crystal structure has all of lattice constants

equal.
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1.3.1 Interstitial Sites in Close Packed Lattices

A position that exists between the regular positions in an array of atoms or ions that

can be occupied by other atoms or ions is an interstitial site. It is generated as a

result of packing of the atoms. There are no atoms completely enclosed by an FCC

unit cell; but six face atoms are shared with the adjacent unit cell i.e. 6×(1/2)=3

face atoms and eight corner atoms shared like the simple cubic structure leading to

one corner atom. Hence an FCC structure contains four total atoms. It is between

these atoms the interstitial sites exist.

There are two different types of interstitial sites in an FCC unit cell that depend

upon the number of atoms that surround the interstitial site. A group of four atoms

form a tetrahedral site as shown in Figure 1.2. The tetrahedral interstitial atoms are

shown as non-filled smaller atoms in the figure. During the close packing of atoms,

the atom is positioned in such a way that it has contact with three atoms in the layer

above it and three other atoms below it, generating a tetrahedral arrangement. The

centers of these four atoms lie at the apexes of regular tetrahedron. This results in

two tetrahedral interstitial sites per atom. As the size of the atoms increases, the size

of the site also increases.

The octahedral site is created by joining six atoms whose centers lie at the apexes

of a regular octahedron as shown in Figure 1.3. Looking at the figure, it can be seen

that each octahedral site is generated by two sets of equilateral triangles whose apexes

point in opposite directions.

Interstitial sites serve as trapping zones for foreign atoms and for lattice atoms

that are termed as self-interstitials [14]. An interstitial impurity is one where an atom

occupies the interstitial site. A considerable amount of lattice strain results due to

this occupation as the atomic plane distorts to accommodate the misplaced atom.
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of tetrahedral interstitial sites in an FCC lattice

Figure 1.3: Illustration of octahedral interstitial sites in an FCC lattice

The magnitude of the strain depends on the size of the atom in comparison to the

lattice atoms.

Concluding, we can say that octahedral sites are those sites that are surrounded

at equal distances by six nearest neighbor atoms i.e. a site that lies at the center and

the midpoints of the edges in the FCC unit cell. A cell has 12 edges, each of which

is shared by 4 unit cells; so that they contribute 3 octahedral interstitial sites per

unit cell. In addition, the site that is located at the centre of the unit cell is also an
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octahedral site. Similarly, the tetrahedral site lies at the centre of the space defined

by 4 touching atomic spheres. It is formed in the volume that lies between the corner

atom and 3 face-centered atoms nearest to it, containing 8 tetrahedral site voids.

1.4 Hydrogen in Metals

Hydrogen (H) is by far the most abundant element found on Earth and in its natural

state is a di-atomic molecule gas H2. Hydrogen is the lightest element with an atomic

structure of one proton and a single electron. It is too large to diffuse in most metals

in its molecular state, nor can it willingly cross the gas-metal interface in its molecular

form. However not only can molecular hydrogen readily dissolve into molten metal,

but it also disassociates once in solution and remains as a mono-atomic solute upon

solidification. Due to its lightweight property, hydrogen possesses extreme transport

properties compared to helium (both first row occupants of the periodic table) whose

smaller molecular cross section compensates for its larger mass [15]. Helium being

an inert gas renders hydrogen as the only active 1s element, forcing it to undertake

a contradictory function of being both the metal and halogen of the period. This

multi role behavior awards hydrogen the broadest range of reactivity of any element,

leading to many characteristic types of hydrogen containing systems [16].

1.4.1 Introduction to Hydrogen Embrittlement

A known fact since 1866 is that the metal palladium can absorb large amounts of hy-

drogen gas [17]. The ability of absorbing hydrogen is common to all metals, however

the metals differ greatly in how much hydrogen is actually absorbed in a given cir-

cumstance. Surface barriers can severely impede hydrogen absorption and desorption
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at room temperature and below which is of significance for many technological appli-

cations. Within a metal, the hydrogen molecules are dissociated and the hydrogen

atoms occupy interstitial sites in the host-metal lattice. These atoms are capable of

migrating from one interstitial site to a neighboring vacant one, thereby diffusing this

way over large distances through the metal. A result of the interstitial site occupation

is extremely high diffusivity, since the probability of locating a vacant neighboring

site for a diffusive jump is more likely.

The introduction and subsequent diffusion of hydrogen in metals leads to a loss

of ductility in a material, thereby rendering it susceptible to brittle failure when un-

der high tensile stresses. This process is known as hydrogen embrittlement (HE) or

hydrogen induced cracking. The ingress of hydrogen into the metal reduces the load

bearing capacity; stress below the yield stress of the susceptible material then causes

subsequent cracking leading eventually to brittle failures. The sources of hydrogen

include heat treating atmospheres, the working environment, breakdown of organic

lubricants etc. The most vulnerable are high-strength steels, titanium alloys and

aluminium alloys. Figure 1.4 gives a comprehensive picture on the embrittlement in-

teraction concept. For instance, in the the case of hydrogen embrittlement of stainless

steel, hydrogen diffuses along the grain boundaries and combines with carbon, which

is alloyed with the iron, to form methane gas. The methane gas is immobile and col-

lects in small voids along the grain boundaries where it builds up enormous pressures

that initiate cracks. Hydrogen embrittlement is a primary reason why the nuclear

reactor coolant is maintained at a neutral pH without aluminium components.

At room temperatures, the hydrogen atoms absorbed into the metal lattice diffuse

through the grains, tending to cluster at inclusions or other lattice defects which

serve as traps. Stress induced cracking under these conditions is transgranular in
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Figure 1.4: Global portrayal of hydrogen embrittlement interaction

path. But at elevated temperatures, the absorbed hydrogen tends to muster in the

grain boundaries wherein stress induced cracking is intergranular. The cracking of

martensitic and precipitation hardened steel alloys is believed to be a form of hydrogen

stress corrosion cracking that results from the entry into the metal of a portion of the

atomic hydrogen that is produced in the subsequent corrosion reaction.

Defects in metals serves as traps that handicap the mobility feature of the hy-

drogen atom. The bigger the size of the traps, the more number of hydrogen atoms

that can be accommodated in it; for example a line defect. Further, if two adjacent

hydrogen atoms combine to form a hydrogen molecule, the applied stress required

to cause movement becomes higher, effectively pinning the dislocation defect to that

point. The underlying process to plastic flow is the dislocation movement, implying

that there is a reduction in ductility and an increase in the probability of brittle

failure by the presence of hydrogen [18]. In addition to reducing the movement of

dislocations, solute hydrogen can react with the parent metal to form a hydride.

Hydrogen assisted mechanical degradation of structural materials is a serious prob-

lem and has been receiving increasing attention over the last fifty to sixty years. The
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vast number of hydrogen sources (corrosion in aqueous solutions, absorption into

pipelines carrying hydrocarbons, contaminants in the melting and welding processes,

hydrogen uptake during electroplating or cathodic protection) contributes to the in-

tesity of the problem. The degradation is manifested in diverse ways, such as the

catastrophic fracture of ferritic stainless steels to the failure of zircalloy tubing in

nuclear reactors [19] by hydride formation.

A number of mechanisms have been proposed to explain hydrogen embrittlement

which may vary for a given system, depending on the source of hydrogen and the

nature of the applied stress. The following are suggested by Birnbaum [20]: “Non-

hydride forming systems such as iron and nickel alloys which do not form hydrides

under the conditions in which they are embrittled fail because the hydrogen decreases

the atomic bonding (decohesion). In many of these systems the fracture seems to be

associated with hydrogen-induced plasticity in the vicinity of the crack tip. Metals

such as niobium, zirconium, or titanium, which can form stable hydrides, appear

to fracture by a stress-induced hydride formation and cleavage mechanism. Other

mechanisms, such as adsorption-decreased surface energy and high-pressure hydro-

gen gas bubble formation, have also been suggested and may play a role in specific

systems” [20].

Hydrogen embrittlement has many facets with wide implications as shown in Fig-

ure 1.4. The complicated interactions between the different aspects of hydrogen

embrittlement have resulted in a large number of sometimes disputed findings. Most

of the research undertaken was focused to solve immediate technical problems whose

goal was the development or selection of appropriate materials with acceptable prop-

erties for the chosen application and environment. A more realistic approach to be

invoked in this study is that hydrogen embrittlement may be governed by multiple
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dominant mechanisms [21]. The complexity and amplification of the problem is gov-

erned by structural changes or local damage introduced by the different hydrogenation

methods. For example, some trapping sites such as grain boundaries and precipitate

interfaces may compete in varying proportions based on the relative coherency of each

boundary.

At this point we must admit that much of the hydrogen embrittlement research

has been conducted on commercial microstructures which are nearly impossible to

fully characterize in the sense of impurity, defect density, etc. As such, experiments

have mostly addressed a myriad of competing phenomena without addressing the

basic building block i.e. crystal structure and its defects. We propose that the time

is right for the crystal structure to be examined in more fundamental ways. In

this study we will implement computational models via atomistic modeling [2] that

can simulate hydrogen cluster formation around point defects such as vacancies on

an atomistic scale. The goal being to generate results that would lead to a better

understanding of the hydrogen embrittlement process.

1.5 Atomistic Modeling and Scheme

With an aim to investigate the role of point defects such as interstitials and vacancies

in serving as hydrogen clustering zones in nickel metal, atomistic modeling is imple-

mented in this study. Conventional theoretical modeling and computer simulations

based on the continuum approach such as finite element methods are unable to scru-

tinize atomic scale defects. Hence continuum models need to be supplemented with

atomic models that characterize materials behaviour [22].

Theoretical descriptions of interatomic potential functions [2] are necessary to
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describe atomic interactions, and they play a crucial role in every atomistic simulation.

The quality of the simulation results and the amount of time required is governed

by the accuracy and complexity of the potential [12]. The density functional theory

[DFT] [2] is one of the methods wherein the simulations were directed to find the

solution of the complex quantum many-body Schrodinger equation of the atomic

system using numerical algorithms. A highly precise description of the quantum

mechanical behaviour of the material is supplied by the DFT, but the system sizes

that can be studied are limited to only about a few hundred atoms [23]. Moreover the

computational resources required to run multiple atomistic simulations is significant,

making it impossible to compute the mechanical response of a system of realistic

dimensions with this approach. To overcome this hurdle, physicists have developed a

more approximate description of the interaction between particles. A simplified form

of the atomistic simulation [56] is assumed by semi-empirical models. The ability to

obtain quick qualitative results, scan many configurations to obtain trends, sustain

longer time scales and to model a larger system in size [24] is permitted by a simple

potential. The simplest of such semi-empirical models is the pair potential, where the

energy, Etot of an arbitrary arrangement of N atoms is written as:

Etot = E0 +
1

2

N∑
i

∑
j 6=i

φij(rij) (1.2)

where E0 is a constant volumetric energy, φij is an energy potential that depends

on the atomic species of both the atoms i and j and rij is the distance between ith

and the jth atoms. The limitations of the pair potential in terms of its applicability

is with regard to the materials it can represent, as well as the range of deformations

the material can undergo [25]. A method based on the DFT was derived called the

Embedded-Atom Method [EAM] by Daw et al, in order to calculate the ground-state
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properties of realistic metal systems [26]. In the EAM, the energy is calculated as a

sum of individual atom energies and the total potential energy Etot, of a configuration

of atoms is written as [26]:

Etot = E0 +
1

2

N∑
i

∑
j 6=i

φij(rij) +
∑
i

Fi(ρi) (1.3)

via the equation:

ρi =
∑
j 6=i

ρj(rij) (1.4)

where ρi is the spherically averaged electron density field of an isolated atom.

The sums of j are over all atoms within some cutoff radius, rcut of atom i in both the

equations 1.3 and 1.4. This cutoff generally includes the first two or three neighbor

distances in a crystal, beyond which it is assumed that the atoms do not interact [25].

The ground state properties such as lattice constant, elastic constant, sublima-

tion energy and vacancy-formation energy (Evac) can be calculated from Equation 1.3.

1.6 Motivation for this research

Defects can arise in as-grown crystals, during processing (e.g., with iron implanta-

tion), or during use (e.g., in the flux of particle radiation in space). Though most of

materials are crystalline to a very good extent, atomic arrangements do not follow

perfect crystalline patterns. Defects and disorder in condensed matters exert sig-

nificant influences in the atomic transport properties and mechanical properties, as

well as on the crystal’s thermodynamic properties. Some basic defects and disorder

structures in crystals have been well researched, nevertheless, many uncertainties and

areas without bounds remain there concerning the properties of defects in materials.
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This continues to provide some of the most basic challenges in material science and

to inspire theoretical and experimental studies.

Defects and disorder are correlated with the fundamental properties of materials,

which creates windows for material developers to tailor material properties into the

diverse combinations that are demanded by the growing needs of modern engineering.

The minuscule scale and complexity of defects in solids often present formidable

difficulties for experimental studies. Materials modeling emerges as a new scientific

field to bridge analytical theory and experiment to describe and predict the properties

of complex systems. The explosion in computer technology over the last few decades

has empowered the detailed simulation of complex processes at the atomic level. It

is capable of meeting the industry need for solutions that require minimum resources

and it is possible to study to single factor via calculations, while experiments always

present a mixture of effects.

The vacancy is the most common defect in metals and alloys. The evolution

of extended defects and atomic transport phenomenon in materials involve vacan-

cies. These open-volume defects tend to behave as easy traps for impurity interstitial

atoms diffusing through the bulk atomic configuration. It is widely accepted that

vacancy clusters can develop in materials super saturated with vacancies or even at

low vacancy concentration when vacancy-vacancy binding occurs. Hydrogen in the

meantime, available abundantly in the atmosphere is an easy target to be trapped ei-

ther at surface defects or lattice imperfections in solids, thereby playing various roles

in altering their properties. Hydrogen embrittlement of metals is a major concern

for failure by stress corrosion cracking and fatigue. The conclusive technique of hy-

drogen embrittlement in metals remains an area of interest and probing for material

science researchers since it is not acquiescent to comprehend. Fukai [21] proposes

four general mechanisms for embrittlement: i) formation of the hydride phase ii)
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enhanced local plasticity iii) grain-boundary weakening iv) bubble and blister forma-

tion. A compelling aspect of hydrogen embrittlement phenomenon is its sensitivity

to strain-rate and temperature. Slow strain-rates and moderately elevated tempera-

tures enhance the loss of ductility, which implies that the phenomenon is under the

control of and paced by the lattice diffusion of hydrogen. One of the major hurdles

faced by hydrogen problem studies involves the inability to quantitatively analyze the

critical concentration of damaging hydrogen and it is important to study zones where

hydrogen trapping may occur such as voids, vacancies, interstitial sites etc.

Interstitial hydrogen being trapped at a vacancy may lead to the formation of

vacancy-hydrogen cluster, which could alter the properties of the point defect from

being a interstitial sink to a source; or have an effect in the formation energy of

the defect itself. Hydrogen stabilized vacancies can slowly diffuse, cluster and form

crack nuclei that can homogenize with main cracks [27], [28], [29]. This mechanism is

further supported by the reports by Fukai [21] that multiple hydrogen occupancy of

the vacancy can result in extremely high concentrations of the vacancy defect itself.

It has been observed in Ni at high temperature and pressure states [21].

A fundamental evaluation of this mechanism requires a systematic quantification

of the hydrogen-vacancy complex/cluster properties, stability as a function of hy-

drogen concentration, energetics of the interaction, trapping capacity, mobility and

diffusion to other crystalline defects.

In this study we try to broaden our horizon of hydrogen-defect interaction, with

a hope to understand the probable causes of hydrogen embrittlement. Nickel being

a higly ductile FCC crystalline metal, has diverse applications and the presence of

hydrogen in its lattice configuration even at low concentrations, can result in signifi-

cant reduction in fracture ductility accompanied by changes during plastic deforma-

tion [30]. The clustering of hydrogen atoms might cause or enhance embrittlement
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which is a point to study. Vacancy migration is a dominant mechanism behind atomic

transport, i.e., self-diffusion, in most elemental crystals, and is of fundamental impor-

tance in processes like solid phase transformations, nucleation and defect migration.

We have specifically tried to explore defect- hydrogen cluster diffusion under loaded

conditions in the bulk lattice.

1.7 Thesis outline

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a detailed explanation on

the potential energy landscape (PEL), and its relevance whist exploring material

configurations, the complexity of the landscape and its features. Specific concepts

such as energy minimization and relaxed states, critical to understanding the link

between atomistic simulations and the PEL, are given. The role of the PEL while

investigating crystal defects will also be elaborated in Chapter 2.

Chapter 3 provides the background information regarding metal-hydrogen sys-

tems. The mechanics of metal-hydrogen and hydrogen-defect interactions along with

various studies available in the literature have been brought out here. Theories with

regard to hydrogen embrittlement and hydrogen trapping are important aspects to

hydrogen-vacancy clusters in this thesis, so their descriptions are in detail. Finally

activation energy for vacancy migration is introduced, beginning with the tool imple-

mented to study this phenomenon, the process, and its importance.

In Chapter 4 the detailed scheme and methodology undertaken for this study is

exposed. The tools used to perform simulations and the empirical potential imple-

mented to simulate the Ni-H complex have been given in depth here. The preliminary

calculations were performed with two goals: prepare configurations for studying hy-

drogen trapping at the vacancy, and study hydrogen in solution in the perfect bulk,
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since it is the reference state for trapping. The objective is also to reproduce some key

quantities from the literature, to firmly establish the agreement between our calcula-

tions and those done in the past. The steps involved in investigating the energetics of

the hydrogen-vacancy interaction, and the equations implemented in this study, are

also covered in detail here.

The research results in this thesis are covered in Chapter 5, subdivided into

four catagories: First we bring out the results on the verification of the empirical

potential used for this study, second we have reported and analysed the energetics

involving the hydrogen-vacancy cluster, third we present certain conclusions on the

trapping capacity of a single vacancy based on our findings, and last we extend the

energetics from our findings to reporting the influence of applied loads. Last, we

discuss additional work and future research directions that will build upon this thesis.



Chapter 2

Potential Energy Landscape

The potential energy landscape is a unifying concept in materials physics and chem-

istry, which is dependent on interatomic interactions and boundary conditions. Using

quantum mechanics or DFT, we are able to calculate the energy of the electrons given

the fixed positions of the atomic nuclei, and add to this the Coulomb interactions be-

tween the nuclei to get the total potential energy. A potential energy landscape

or surface is the relationship - mathematical or graphical, between the energy of a

collection of atoms and their arrangement relative to each other in space.

With the development of empirical methods, this electronic energy can be approxi-

mated as a potential energy function dependent on only the interatomic distances (in-

stead of the electronic degrees of freedom). The potential energy, ν = ν(r), of any ar-

bitrary configuration of N atoms, can be computed with the positions r = (r1, ....rN).

For a given system (molecule, surface, bulk solid), using a given forcefield, we can

calculate the total potential energy as a function of all the coordinates of all the

atoms. The set of all possible coordinates {rα} is referred to as the configuration

space of our system. Much of this configuration space may be non-physical or close

to impractical; but we can simulate virtual atomic configurations on a computer even

if they are unlikely to appear in nature. On the other hand, there are noteworthy

23
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sections of the phase space that tell us a great deal about how materials will behave.

For every atomistic model, the potential energy can be written as a sum of terms that

depend on the interactions of each atom in the system with its surrounding neighbor

atoms.

It is not possible to plot the potential energy function for a system of more than

one atom; but it is useful to imagine it as a 3N - dimensional potential energy land-

scape with topology comparable to the terrestrial landscape around us consisting of

mountains, valleys etc. Specifically, much can be learned about the predictions of

a potential energy function from the extremal points (maxima, minima and saddle

points) of this landscape (refer Figure 2.1).

Considering any point r0 in a configuration space, a unique minimum can be

associated with it on the potential energy surface by performing a steepest descent

minimization (as described in Section 2.3 ). This implies, starting from the initial

guess r = r0 the following equation is solved (for small values of α until ∇rν ' 0).

∆r = −α∇rν (2.1)

This corresponds to an infinitely rapid quench at zero temperature and the configu-

ration space is divided in this way into disjoint regions, each of which corresponds to

the set of all points that quench to the identical minimum. These regions are denoted

as basins of attraction and are separated by dividing surfaces and linked by saddle

points. This is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

The minima are the darkest regions in Figure 2.1, maxima the lightest regions

and the saddle points are denoted as “s”. The continuous curves represent constant

potential energy and the dashed curves are the dividing surfaces that separate different

minima. The dashed curves enclose a region around each minimum which are its basin
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of a 3N -dimensional energy landscape (Figure
reproduced by author from [2])

of attraction. The lowest energy trajectory connecting any two minima is called as

the transition path. The transition state at the saddle point along the transition path

is unstable (negative curvature).

Defect-free or stable crystalline structures are associated with the deepest minima

on the energy landscape. Minima with relatively higher energies are linked with

crystals containing internal defects such as interstitials, vacancies, grain boundaries,

dislocations etc. Then come an array of amorphous structures and finite clusters of

every possible size and arrangement leading to the question of how many minima are

actually present on this uneven terrain. A estimate for a system containing only one

type of atomic species gives the number of minima as N !exp(νN) [31], where ν is some

positive number. The first term accounts for particle permutations that yield minima

of identical energy and the second term approximates the number of distinct ways of

arranging the atomic configurations in stable packings. It is based on the assumption

that nearby minima are related through localised rearrangements and hence the total

number of such minima is exponential in N [32]. Stillinger et al. [33] approximated

that 1 gram of argon would contain 101022
distinct structural minima based on this

equation. This makes exploring the landscape extremely difficult due to the existence
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of many possible minima and saddle points.

Figure 2.2 shows us the variation in energy when we move an atom in a given

system. It can be visualized that the atom has to traverse through varying energy

gradients in order to reach a minimum, and the energy landscape comprises of more

than one minimum which brings out the significance of the number of iterations that

need to be performed in order to arrive at the desired stable minimum.

Figure 2.2: Movement of a atom in a 3N -dimensional potential energy landscape

The most physically relevant features of ν(r) are the minima and the basins around

them. They in turn indicate the energetically stable configurations that the system is

likely to adopt and how these atomic arrangements will respond to minor deviations.

Given the role of energy minima in understanding materials, methods to search for

these minima receive a high degree of importance. A key type of atomistic modeling

is molecular statics (MS) (refer Section 2.3) simulation, which is implemented in this

study to search for the local minimum energy configurations of an atomic structure.
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2.1 Features of the Potential Energy Landscape

For any atomic configuration, we can compute the force acting on each atom from

the negative energy derivative with respect to the particle coordinates :

fx,i = −∂U(rα)

dxi
(2.2)

fy,i = −∂U(rα)

dyi
(2.3)

fz,i = −∂U(rα)

dzi
(2.4)

where r = (r1, ...rN) and i = 1, 2, 3, ....N .

The above equations can be summarized in shorthand as,

fαi = −∂U(r)

drα
(2.5)

This expression can be further simplified if the potential energy function is built

on pairwise interactions into:

U(r) =
∑
i<j

u(rij) (2.6)

where,

r2ij = (xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2 + (zi − zj)2 (2.7)

The potential energy function U(r) defines all of the thermodynamic and kinetic

properties of a classical atomic system.

For minima, the gradient surrounding the stationary configuration is positive,

i.e. any movement away from this state leads to an increase in the potential energy.

For saddles, an atom can move in one or more directions around the stationary

configuration and experience a decrease in potential energy. As explained earlier,
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the energy landscape contains numerous stationary points and both the number

of minima and saddle points grow exponentially with the number of atoms [32].

The implication of such scaling laws is that it is extraordinarily difficult to search

exhaustively for all of the minima for even very small systems (say of the order of

few hundred atoms), since their number is so great. By extension, it is extremely

challenging to locate the global potential energy minimum, i.e. the set of atomic

coordinates that gives the lowest potential energy achievable.

2.2 Relevance of Locating Minima

In solids, the global minimum is almost always a perfect crystal. But we are typically

interested to examine a local minimum that is nearby some physically motivated

starting point for the system. Energetically stable configurations can be identified

with the potential energy landscape minima. When studying conformational changes

within a atomic configuration, minima give the distinct conformational states possible

and the basic structures associated with physical events in the system [34]; which in

turn can be compared to experimental analysis.

Defect structures such as dislocations, vacancies and grain boundaries in the bulk

crystal possess different minima which are vital in understanding the configurations

adopted when a crystal possesses defects. The regions with the lowest free energy are

basins around individual local minima, while structures containing defects are also

associated with local minima but with higher energies. For example, in the case of

vacancies and interstitials, there is a change in the coordination of atoms around the

defect when compared to that of a defect-free lattice configuration. This means that

the forces are not balanced in the same way as for other atoms in the solid, which
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results in lattice distortion around the defect.

In this study, with the implementation of lattice energy minimization techniques

and an appropriate interatomic potential (refer Section 4.1.1), we use energy

minimization to explore hydrogen-vacancy complexes, calculate the formation energy

of point defects such as vacancy and interstitials; and further investigate the trapping

energetics of hydrogen as an interstitial within a monovacancy in nickel (refer

Chapter 4).

2.3 Identifying the Local Energy Minima

Describing a potential energy landscape in terms of local minima and the transition

states that connect them provides a conceptual and computational framework for

understanding and predicting observable properties. We have discussed earlier in

this chapter that the molecular statics method is one way of arriving at minima on

a potential energy landscape. Numerous studies have implemented molecular stat-

ics computer simulation methods with an interatomic potential to study defects in

crystals. For example the behavior of cracks in α-iron [35] has been scrutinised by

Shastry et al.; and the energetics associated with self-interstitials and self-interstitial

clusters in α-iron [36] have been studied by Wirth et al. using molecular statics simu-

lations. The investigation of possible dislocation core structures in nickel-aluminium

were studied using molecular statics calculations [37] with an empirical many-body

interatomic potential developed within the embedded-atom method (refer Section

4.1.1).

The process of locating the minimum starts with an initial guess close to the

expected structure and a mathematical algorithm is run which will hopefully take
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us to a nearby local minimum which is of physical relevance, but we can rarely

be absolutely sure. This initial guess is called the “unrelaxed” structure and the

process is termed as relaxation where a relaxed atomic structure conforms to an

local energy minimum. Rerunning a computational simulation from multiple starting

configurations is an ad hoc, but often unavoidable, technique for testing the robustness

of a particular simulation. For many problems, there is no clarity on what the initial

guess should be and the dependence of the solution on this arbitrary choice is often

unnerving. Essentially an atomic configuration is built using a computational software

package and energy minimization is undertaken to locate the relaxed structure; also

referred to as geometry optimization.

2.3.1 Boundaries

If we would like to simulate some properties of a nickel cube say with volume 1

cm3 the number of atoms to include would be approximately 5 × 1022. Solving 6N

differential equations at every time step would be computationally expensive (and

likely impossible). The trick to still be able to simulate bulk properties is to use

Periodic Boundary Conditions (PBCs). Here we use a simulation box that contains a

finite number of atoms. When one atom exits the box at one end it will enter again

on the opposite end of the box, as shown in Figure 2.3. That means that the system

feels the forces as in a bulk and we can mimic the large infinite bulk with a small

system of just a few hundred atoms. Another reason to use PBCs is that the number

of surface particles is much larger in a small system and might display unwanted

effects. But if we work in three dimensions, having all directions periodic means that

we simulate a bulk. If we instead let one of the dimensions being fixed, we simulate

a surface. The shape of the simulation box can be of any type if it fills up the entire
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the periodic boundary condition in two dimensions. When
the filled-in atoms exit one end of the simulation box, they enter in the opposite
end and in this manner it mimics an infinite bulk structure. The center square
is our simulation cell while the rest are images of this.

space using translational operations of the center simulation cell.

In this research, the periodic boundary conditions were used in all simulations,

therefore focusing on studying the periodic array of the vacancy defect. A range

of simulation sizes were analysed to study the defect interaction effect between the

boxes.
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2.3.2 Steepest Descent Method

Earlier, we have brought out a brief discussion on the theory and implementation of

the most common optimization workhorse in the field of minimization: the steepest

descent (SD) method. As the name suggests, the idea is to simply choose the search

direction at each iteration to be along the direction of the forces i.e. if the forces are

nonzero, we can lower the energy by iteratively moving the system towards a decrease

in energy. This corresponds to the steepest “downhill” direction (refer Figure 2.4) at

that particular point in the energy landscape.

Figure 2.4: Illustration of the steepest descent method implemented on the PEL

The SD method is generally an inefficient and slow approach to finding a local

minimum; but it is reliable. The SD trajectory followed in going from the initial

state to the minimised state has a clear physical interpretation as an over damped

dynamic system, which is significant when one is actually interested in entire pathways

in configurational space, as opposed to just the minimum. In the absolutely simplest

implementation of the SD method, the step-size can be prescribed to be some fixed,

small value, although a check needs to be made to ensure that undertaking the full
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step does not lead to an increase in energy. In more sophisticated implementations,

the system is moved some variable amount along the direction of the forces until

the one-dimensional minimum along that direction is found. In other words, the

multi-dimensional minimization problem is replaced by a series of constrained one

dimensional minimizations.

The SD algorithm is an “intuitive” one; meaning that from where you are, move

in the local direction of steepest descent i.e. compute a new force, repeat the process

until the force norm is below the set tolerance. Thus we can conclude that the method

is not especially fast, since for many landscapes the most direct route to the minimum

is not in the direction of the steepest descent.

2.3.3 Selection of Energy Minimization Method

Locating mechanically stable equilibrium configurations of atomistic systems is one of

the prominent tasks in computational material science. To resolve this task, a variety

of well-recognised optimization methods exist alongside the steepest descent method;

the conjugate gradient, Newton Raphson, quasi-Newton or the truncated-Newton

methods [38], [39]. Choosing the right energy minimization style needs evaluation

of the computational cost, memory requirements, robustness, ease in implementation

(use and parameters) and convergence criterion.

The structural minimization method implemented in this study for arriving at

energetically stable atomic configurations (local minima) is FIRE [40], which stands

for fast inertial relaxation engine. This technique is very similar to the SD method

but with greater control and adaptability in the pathway undertaken to reach the

local minimum. It can be explained conceptually by considering a skier scanning

for the fastest pathway to the bottom of a valley in an unknown mountain range

described by the potential energy landscape. The skier is capable of holding back
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on the downhill progress and steer by introducing acceleration in a direction that is

steeper than the current direction of motion if the power is positive, and in order to

avoid any uphill climb he simply stops as soon as the power becomes negative. The

algorithm arrives at the right direction by letting inertia decide it whilst combining

an adaptive time step option to result in a multidimensional minimization scheme.

The FIRE technique has been successfully implemented for the task of atomistic

structural relaxation while studying deformation mechanisms in palladium [41],

screw dislocations in α-iron [42], vacancy-dislocation interaction in tungsten [43] etc.

Some of the positive traits of this technique include robust relaxation for all degrees

of freedom, low memory usage and computational overhead, gradient-based small

convergence criteria and stability [40] with respect to random errors in the potential

energy. It scales well with the system size [40]; calculations with up to 38 × 106

atoms have been performed.

2.4 Application to Crystals and Defects

The energy landscape is home to higher order local minima associated with defects

such as vacancies, free surfaces, grain boundaries and dislocations; which play a

central role in the response of real materials, most notably in affecting their strength,

ductility and toughness. Molecular statics has aided in understanding some of the

fundamental questions about these properties, and these models will continue to help

researchers to predict and explain material behaviour in the future. In the coming

sections we will address the calculation of a few basic properties of materials using MS.

These seed concepts aid in levying an idea of how we utilized atomistic simulation in

understanding microscopic details which cannot be readily captured by macroscopic
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observation or experimental work.

2.4.1 Cohesive Energy of an Infinite Crystal

Solids often adopt well ordered crystalline structures with well defined lattice con-

stants. It is natural to ask why a given element chooses a particular crystal structure

and what are the properties associated with it. When a crystalline solid is formed

from infinitely separated atoms, the energy that is released is known as the cohesive

energy of the crystal. The interatomic forces that bind the atoms together in a solid

are responsible for crystal formation. Hence the energy of the crystal is lower than

that of the free atoms by an amount equal to the energy required to pull the atoms to

an infinite distance. The typical magnitude of the cohesive energy for crystals varies

from 1 to 10 eV per atom.

Mathematically, the cohesive energy of a crystal Ecoh, is the difference between

the energy of a collection of atoms bonded in a crystalline structure and the energy

of those same atoms infinitely separated and isolated from each other, divided by the

number of atoms in the crystal:

Ecoh = − lim
N→∞

νint(N) −
∑N

α=1Efree(Z
α)

N
(2.8)

In the above equation, νintN is the internal energy of the bonded crystal composed of

N atoms and Efree(Z
α) is the energy of an isolated atom with atomic number Zα.

This definition applies equally to simple lattices and multilattices, where Efree(Z
α)

allows each interpenetrating lattice to comprise a different species. The negative

sign is introduced by convention, so that the final Ecoh will be positive for a stable

crystal. It is impossible, of course, to model an infinite crystal, but by using PBCs and

considering only the energy of the atoms in the simulation cell (Ecell), the cohesive
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energy becomes simply

Ecoh =
−Ecell
ncell

(2.9)

where ncell is the number of atoms in the simulation cell.

2.4.2 Crystal Defects - Vacancies

The starting point for someone who is performing atomistic simulations of crystalline

systems is to calculate the cohesive energy of Equation 2.9. The next task would be

determining the vacancy formation energy (Evac). This is the “cost” for removing

one atom from the crystal. It is defined by

Evac = lim
ncell→∞

Ecell(ncell)− (−ncellEcoh) (2.10)

where Ecell is the relaxed energy of the simulation cell containing a single vacancy

in an otherwise defect free atomic arrangement and ncell is the number of atoms

present in the simulation cell with a vacancy. In both the simulations the atoms are

arranged in perfect lattice positions at the equivalent lattice constants, except for the

relaxation effects around the vacancy. The noticeable combination of negative signs

is implemented to ensure that Ecoh remains a positive quantity while Ecell is negative.

It can be seen in Figure 2.5 (a), the atomic arrangement is defect free. Hence the

Ecoh for this simulation cell can be simply calculated by using Equation 2.9, where

Ecell is the relaxed energy of the defect free cell. Figure 2.5 (b) consists of a single

point defect vacancy. The energy of formation for a single vacancy is equivalent to

the energy required to break the interatomic bonds around one atom. It can be seen

how the surrounding atoms reposition themselves around the vacancy during energy

minimization. The relaxed energy of the simulation cell containing one vacancy is
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Figure 2.5: (a)Illustration of a defect free atomic arrangement; (b) Illustration of a
atomic arrangement with one vacancy

obtained by energy minimization from which Evac is calculated using Equation 2.10.

2.4.3 Crystal Defects - Interstitials

Interstitials are point defects where in additional atoms (solute or foreign) occupy

positions in between regular atomic arrangements at which there is usually not an

atom. They are generally higher energy configurations and the interstitial formation

energy Ei can be calculated in a similar way as Evac as explained in the previous

section.

The energy “cost”for adding one atom into a crystal can be defined as

Ei = lim
ncell→∞

Ecell(ncell)− (−ncellEcoh) (2.11)

where Ecell(ncell) is the energy of a periodic cell with ncell atoms which contains a

interstitial atom in an otherwise defect free atomic arrangement.

The Figure 2.6 (a) is a representation of an interstitial defect where in the same
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Figure 2.6: (a)Illustration of the atomic arrangement with a self-interstitial; (b)
Illustration of the atomic arrangement with impurity interstitial atoms

type of atom as the others in the bulk crystal arrangement occupies a place outside

the normal lattice position (self-interstitial) where as Figure 2.6 (b) is a representation

of impurity interstitial atoms (in red color) located within the bulk crystal. The Ecoh

is calculated as explained in Section 2.4.2 and the relaxed energy of the simulation

cell containing the interstitial atom is obtained by energy minimization, from which

the Ei is calculated through Equation 2.11.



Chapter 3

Background Material and Literature

Review

The aim of this work is to analyse the affinity of hydrogen to point defects in bulk

nickel and further evaluate the phenomenon of hydrogen-vacancy complexes. The

theories of hydrogen embrittlement are introduced briefly, although the focus remains

on the studies about hydrogen trapping.

In the year 1866 Thomas Graham, one of the founders of modern chemistry

in Great Britain reported that metal palladium (Pd) is capable of absorbing large

amounts of hydrogen [17] forming what was known as a metal hydride (MH). A

metal hydride is generally defined as a compound formed by hydrogen with a metal.

He also observed that the permeation of hydrogen through palladium membranes

occurs at an appreciable rate, and thus Pd-membranes can be employed to extract

H from a gas stream or to purify hydrogen [44]. Many notable chemists, physicists,

metallurgists, etc. have devoted much of their scientific time to metal-hydrogen sys-

tems since then. Research on hydrogen in metals has attracted attention for reasons

motivated from a basic as well as an applied point of view.

Metal-hydrogen systems have proven to behave as prototypes for certain metal

39
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properties. Mott and Jones [45] discussed the atomistic processes occurring in the

solution of hydrogen in Pd which was the first application of band theory of metals

to a chemical process. They are the model for systems in which elastic interaction is

responsible for phase transition. The deformation of the lattice due to the trapping

of the hydrogen atom in an interstitial site, leading to strain fields that cause

macroscopic volume and lattice-parameter changes, is the cause for the attractive

interaction leading to the gas-liquid-like condensation [46]. The understanding of

the strain field is vital not only for gaining the quantitative insight of the phase

transitions of hydrogen in metals but also for issues like hydrogen embrittlement.

The strength of interaction with lattice defects such as dislocations, the attraction of

hydrogen to a crack tip etc. can be comprehended quantitatively only if the strain

field is known [46].

3.1 Diffusion of Hydrogen in Metals

It is a well known fact that hydrogen in metals diffuses more rapidly than any other

solute. Kehr et al . [47] pointed out that four different diffusion mechanisms should

be considered for hydrogen in metals. At higher temperatures hydrogen is localized

at specific interstitial positions, subsequently requiring thermal energy to move from

that location. The other possibility of hopping involves an activation energy to go over

the energy barrier between sites. This is the classical dominant method of diffusion at

higher temperatures.At the highest temperatures the hydrogen would populate states

above the energy barriers and its diffusion would resemble the diffusion in a dense

gas or liquid.

In Figure 3.1, the process path showing how an hydrogen atom (filled in
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the mechanism of activation energy for diffusion of an
interstitial hydrogen atom

atom) must overcome an activation energy (q), to move from one stable relaxed

position 1 to a similar adjacent position 2 is presented. The transition state is

the state corresponding to the local energy maximum (most unstable) wherein

the hydrogen atom is in an intermediate state of breaking the existing bonds at

position 1 and forming new bonds at position 2. In this state, it possesses partial

bonds and cannot be isolated as an individual atom. The lifetime of this state is

extremely short and it rapidly relaxes to the stable state. The difference between the

energy of the starting material and the transition state is called the activation energy.
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3.2 Hydrogen-Metal interactions

The enthalpy of solution of hydrogen from the molecular gas into the metal contains

two parts: the energy of dissociation of the molecule (independent of the nature of

the metal), and the energy of interaction between the dissolved hydrogen atoms, and

between the hydrogen and the metal. The latter term varies much from metal to

metal and this variation governs the phenomenological separation of metals into the

two classes of endothermic and exothermic “occluders” of hydrogen. Measurements

of physical properties such as the electrical resistance, the thermoelectric power, elec-

tronic specific heat etc. of metals tend to indicate a much larger variation with

hydrogen concentration [48] than being simply attributed to the lattice expansion

caused by hydrogen. This implies hydrogen upsets the electronic structure of the

host metals.

Since hydrogen has an effect upon the electronic structure of the metal in which

it resides, as well as increasing the mean separation between the atoms of the host

metal, it is not uncommon to find that the cohesive energy between the metal atoms

are influenced by the presence of hydrogen. Though no conclusive experiment has

been developed in order to measure this effect, a number of theoretical approaches

have been reported which demonstrate that hydrogen reduces the cohesive energy in

transition metals. A molecular dynamics [2] study conducted on palladium-hydrogen

system [49] has reported that the presence of hydrogen reduces the bond strength

between Pd atoms by filling in the antibonding states in the 4d band. Calculations

performed on clusters [50] and the embedded atom method [26] have verified and

proved that hydrogen reduces cohesion in many transition metals.
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3.2.1 Hydrogen-Point Defect Interactions

The interactions of hydrogen with lattice imperfections are vital and often can be

the decisive factor in determining the mechanism of hydrogen embrittlement. Metal

lattices exhibit structural defects of various dimensionalities. Vacancies and self-

interstitials can have concentrations consistent with thermodynamic equilibrium, in-

creasing with increasing temperature. Both defects can be generated by plastic de-

formation and vacancies can be quenched in from high temperatures to produces

populations in excess of the equilibrium value. Kirchheim [51] demonstrated that at

concentrations of hydrogen in Pd less than 40 ppm, instead of the lattice expanding

due to the entry of hydrogen, the partial molal volume of hydrogen is a negative

quantity. It was also reported in the study that of all the structural defects vacancies

provide the strongest attractive interaction with hydrogen in Pd.

The vacancy, being the simplest defect in metals, consists of an empty lattice site

with modest peripheral relaxation. Hydrogen is strongly bound to this imperfection

in most metals, and the phenomenon has been widely studied in depth using a combi-

nation of experimental and theoretical methods [28], [52]. The open-volume character

of the defect can be the reason for the existence of an attractive interaction between

the interstitial hydrogen and vacancy; in particular when the surface chemisorption

state of hydrogen is energetically favored over interstitial solution. In this case the

hydrogen is driven to enter the vacancy as the local open volume associated with the

vacancy is relatively large, appearing as a free surface to the hydrogen atom. The

conclusion being, the binding energy tends to be large and comparable to that for

hydrogen in the chemisorbed state [53].

Experiments on metal-hydrogen systems offer clues on the role of vacancies in

hydrogen embrittlement. One set of experiments [52] has established that hydrogen

can induce superabundant vacancy [SAV] formation in various metals. The vacancy
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concentration in these systems can reach a value as high as 23% [54]. A conclusion

drawn from these experiments is that hydrogen atoms, originally interstitial in the

bulk, are trapped at vacancies in multiple numbers with rather high binding energies.

It has been shown that three to six hydrogen atoms can be trapped by a monovacancy

[3], with the highest number of six hydrogens trapped at octahedral sites around a

vacancy in either the FCC or the BCC lattice. Evidence also exists showing vacancies

interact attractively with hydrogen dissolved in copper [55] and in gold [56].

Lu et al . [3] studied the hydrogen-induced vacancy superabundant formation and

vacancy clusterization in aluminium (Al) which lead to the finding that up to 12

hydrogen atoms can be trapped in a monovacancy (refer Figure 3.2); thus leading to

a reduction in the formation energy of the point defect itself. This low energy cost to

form the defect could lead to an increase in the equilibrium vacancy concentrations

thereby creating more trapping sites for hydrogen interstitials. For hydrogen, the

tetrahedral site was found to be more favorable than the octahedral site by 0.07 eV

in bulk Al and the hydrogen atom presents affinity towards the vacancy site than the

interstitial tetrahedral site by 0.4 eV [3]. They also concluded that the lowest energy

position for hydrogen atom inside the vacancy was not the geometric centre but an

off-centre tetrahedral site of the vacancy. The zero energy in Figure 3.2 corresponds

to the energy of the hydrogen atom at the tetrahedral interstitial site.

It was also summarized in the same study that hydrogen enriched microvoids could

be created along the slip planes by the unification of vacancies with trapped hydrogen

which could lead to an additional source of microcracks necessary for the hydrogen

embrittlement and the lattice mobility of hydrogen atoms is supplemented by the

formation of hydrogen-vacancy clusters. The increase in the rate of crack growth

results in hydrogen embrittlement due to these vacancy based mechanisms. It has
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Figure 3.2: Trapping energy per hydrogen atom (in Al) in eV as a function of
the number of hydrogen atoms trapped in a monovacancy (Image reproduced
from [3])

also been reported that hydrogen stabilizes around vacancies [28], [57] and changes

the mobility of dislocation defects [58], [59].

In nickel, under high temperature and pressure [60], the formation of a SAV is

a result of a reduction in the vacancy formation energy; which implies that defect

structures that contain SAVs are in fact the most stable structures of metal-hydrogen

alloys. The preferred hydrogen position in the vacancy is the octahedral site, which

in turn enables multiple occupancy [61]. The issue of whether these SAVs can result

in any kind of environmental degradation of Ni-based alloys is critical; like when at

room temperature the non-equilibrium vacancies which are an end-product of plastic

deformation and stabilized by hydrogen atoms can have a possible role on the grain

boundary cohesion [29]. The hydrogen enhanced strain induced vacancy model is
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in agreement with the primary role of vacancies in hydrogen-related failures rather

than hydrogen itself. The hydrogen aids in enhancing the creation of strain-induced

vacancies as micro-structure damage during plastic deformation and the SAVs may

bond to form further microvoids which can favor crack growth resulting in the fracture

process [29]. In this study, nickel was chosen as the material of study because it is a

well characterized metal for the purpose of detailed study of individual effects.

Wang et al . [62] performed studies on the trapping of multiple hydrogen atoms in

monovacancies, divacancies and at the self-interstitial in Ni. Their main result was

that a single vacancy could trap up to six hydrogen atoms in the octahedral positions.

The binding energy for tetrahedral sites is always found to be positive, indicating the

vacancy is saturated when octahedral sites are completely filled. The analysis of the

elastic field induced by the vacancy was carried out which reported that the forces

around the vacancy decrease and become negligible beyond 5 Å. This implied that

the first three shells of the octahedral sites feel the vacancy and, since the force field

is oriented away from the vacancy, the interstitial sites are in tension. Hence the

resulting stress due to a vacancy attracts small interstitials leading to clustering of

hydrogen atoms.

The presence of hydrogen in metal can have drastic effect upon the equilibrium

vacancy concentration. When annealing Ni-hydrogen in a hydrogen gas pressure of

5 GPa and high temperatures of 1000 K, Fukai and Okuma [63] discovered that the

lattice parameter decreases as a result of high vacancy concentration within the alloys.

These SAVs are stable even when the host metal is returned to ambient conditions.

The high vacancy concentrations are correlated with a large number of hydrogen

atoms trapped near one or more vacancies. Iwamoto and Fukai [64] reported that six

hydrogen atoms per vacancy complex in Fe is possible. These additional traps raise

the average hydrogen concentration in these metals making them hydrogen storage
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materials.

In our earlier discussion, we have brought out the fact that the defect formation

energy is reduced as a result from vacancy-hydrogen bonding and the formation of

SAVs. According to Tateyama and Ohno [28], for α-Fe there is 30% reduction in the

monovacancy formation energy if two hydrogen atoms are bound to one vacancy. Also

the hydrogen-vacancy complex becomes less stable as the number of trapped atoms

increases due to repulsive hydrogen-hydrogen interactions. They also investigated

the hydrogen-vacancy complex under pressures ranging from 1 GPa to 2 GPa and

found out that there was a negative vacancy formation energy, with hydrogen-vacancy

complexes containing five and six hydrogen atoms being the most stable.

Recent developments have discovered that vacancies can be simply created by

loading the bulk samples with hydrogen. Shirai et al . [65] observed a large increase

in the point defect density upon loading a LaNi5 storage alloy with hydrogen. By

loading the alloy into the hydride phase, generation of vacancies and dislocations were

detected. The trapping of hydrogen, deuterium and tritium by point defect sites like

vacancies has been of particular interest in recent years particularly to those studying

the penetration of these atoms by ion bombardment. Fusion reactors involve plasma

of deuterium and tritium whose energetic ions bombard the walls of the containment

vessel and get embedded in the metal surface. Over the course of time, these ions can

back out into the plasma, causing problems. The ion bombardment process creates

vacancies which act as traps for deuterium and tritium [66].

Point defects, especially interstitials, play a vital role in determining the diverse

properties of materials along with the applicability and performance of many tech-

nologies [67]. The understanding of site preference and adsorption mechanisms in

hydrogen storage materials and defect physics in irradiated materials are crucial to

undertake correct evaluation of binding energies. Thus identifying the interstitial sites
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in materials is an important and a long standing problem. Studies have shown that

interstitial sites are usually high symmetry positions in a crystal lattice and are deter-

mined from symmetry considerations after an extremely thorough visual inspection

of the crystal was performed [68], [69].

Geometrical methods have been developed in order to accurately predict the

favouritism of the carbon atom to the octahedral site in BCC Fe rather than the

tetrahedral site [70] and can serve as a reasonable interstitial starting postion

for further relaxations using first-principle methods. Determining the preferential

hydrogen-occupying sites in a metal is vital as reported by Tang et al . [71] where

the occupancy of interstitial hydrogen in FCC Ni aids in identifying the hydrogen-

dislocation interaction outcomes. Findings report that energetically favourable sites

for hydrogen occupation in a perfect Ni lattice are octahedral sites, in the stacking

fault are tetrahedral sites and in the Shockley partial core of dislocations [72] are

both the octahedral and tetrahedral sites.

3.2.2 Hydrogen Embrittlement

The predominant and pervasive effect of hydrogen on mechanical properties is a em-

brittlement. This implies that with the presence of hydrogen in the metal, lower

magnitude of work is needed to cause mechanical failure for a given load-time his-

tory. This decrease may be manifested due to the reduction in the tensile strain to

result in failure, by the decrease of static load that can be supported by the metal,

by a decrease of the number of load-no load cycles, or by an increase of the rate of

crack propagation. The most important factor is the ability of hydrogen to reduce

the binding forces between the atoms in the bulk which in turn can display itself by

a reduction of the force for the normal separation of two portions of a body, leading
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to the easier propagation of a cleavage crack [73], or by decrease in force required for

the continuous emission of edge dislocations from the tip of a crack [74] resulting in

easy crack propagation by localised plasticity.

Hydrogen embrittlement (HE) is one of the grave issues faced by engineering

industries because its susceptibility to hydrogen increases with the strength of steel

[75]. The governing mechanism for HE lacks clarity but it is generally accepted that

HE involves interaction of hydrogen with defects in the lattice configuration and

hence requires the hydrogen to be in a diffusible form [74], [76] [77]. The proposed

mechanisms are internal pressure [78], hydride formation [79], hydrogen enhanced

decohesion (HEDE) [77], hydrogen enhanced local plasticity (HELP) [74], [80], and

hydrogen-enhanced strain-induced vacancy (HESIV) [76] mechanisms.

The presence of hydrogen in crystalline metals has an adverse affect on their me-

chanical properties. For example, these metals often exhibit a catastrophic failure by

limited or no macroscopic ductility before the metal fractures. In high-temperature

applications, a hydrogen atmosphere is nearly always present and factors like this

contribute to the desire to understand how hydrogen causes failure. The decrease

in fracture strength and toughness in many metals due to HE is a well known fact.

Thus, understanding the microscopic mechanisms that ultimately lead to macroscopic

failures is an important step in attenuating HE. Recent studies have reported that

the two micro scale mechanisms regularly linked with hydrogen degradation of Ni are

decohesion, where hydrogen at interfaces lowers the cohesive strength, and hydrogen-

enhanced local plasticity, where it impacts the local instabilities linked with plastic

flow [81]. Hydrogen embrittlement of high strength steels and nickel-based alloys is

a direct result of decohesion on grain boundaries or interfaces, causing low-toughness

intergranular fracture of materials that would normally fail in a ductile manner; em-

brittlement occurs without notable macroscopic plastic deformation [82], [83].
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In spite of advancement in the development of materials with remarkable strength

and toughness HE remains one of the most severe and controversial types of failure to

affect metals whose conclusive mechanism is yet to be understood. The detrimental

effect of HE on applications such as the energy sector, water handling applications

etc. have led to various experimental studies to understand hydrogen degradation in

metals. These range from studies on the effects of hydrogen on slip localization [84],

hardening [85], softening [85], hydrogen-dislocation interactions [80] and fatigue [86].

But these experimental results are occasionally conflicting and contradictory. For

instance, in Fe, Al and Ni, hydrogen has been critiqued to reduce the flow stress [85]

while some studies have shown an increase in the flow stress for the same materials

[87]. hydrogen has also been linked to the degradation of fatigue properties and

fatigue crack growth in steels [86] which is in conflict with more recent results that

hydrogen produces fatigue crack growth resistance and can enhance the material’s

properties [88]. Although such experimental investigations can provide insights on the

effect of hydrogen on the macroscopic properties of metals, they are highly dependent

upon the experimental setup and unintentional damage that can be introduced into

the test specimen, thereby making the findings disputable [84].

Supplementing the previous statements, since HE processes occur on an atomic

scale (dislocation core, crack tip etc.), the precise mechanisms leading to HE are not

easily identified through experimental procedures. Atomistic simulations possess a

unique advantage over experiments in capturing details of deformation and fracture

processes at the atomic level, enabling a better understanding of microstructural

mechanisms. A molecular dynamics study on the effects of hydrogen on metals

was performed in 1986 [89] where it was shown that hydrogen can weaken metal

bonds and modify the moduli when present in high concentrations. Similar studies

involving atomistic simulations have been undertaken to study dislocation emission
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and plasticity around crack tips [59], [90]. Like vacancies, pre-existing dislocations

are ubiquitous in the bulk and play a vital role in controlling the plasticity in

metals as the hydrogen-dislocation interaction will affect all the stages of plastic

deformation i.e. yielding by onset of dislocation,flow by dislocation motion,hardening

by dislocation pinning, dynamic recovery by cross slip, etc. Wen et al . [91] performed

molecular statics simulation to study effects of hydrogen on kink-pair formation in

α-Fe where it was shown that the activation energy for kink-pair nucleation would

either increase or decrease based on the transition of hydrogen to various binding

sites. Lu et al . [92] reported through ab initio calculations that the stacking fault

energies both stable and unstable are reduced by 50% in aluminium when hydrogen

atoms occupy octahedral sites. Also Taketomi et al . [59] through molecular statics

simulations showed that the stacking fault energy decreases with the increase in

hydrogen concentration in α-Fe.

3.3 Theories for Hydrogen Trapping

Hydrogen trapping mechanisms and zones can have a crucial effect upon the behaviour

of metals. The awareness of trap structures and energies bears on the understanding

of gas atom transport, accumulation and bubble nucleation in materials. The defects

located in the crystal structure can act either as hydrogen traps or hydrogen repellers

[93]. Any material is prone to hydrogen embrittlement based upon the characteristics

of its trap population. Reversible traps can behave either as a source or sink depending

upon factors such as the initial state of the material (internal or external hydrogen)

and mode of transport of hydrogen. A trap population behaving as a sink is beneficial

as it deters the congregation of hydrogen at potential flaw zones [93], but a population
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serving as sources will have damaging effects. Extensive reviews on hydrogen trapping

mechanisms and favourable sites can be found in the literature [75], [94].

Both experimental and theoretical studies on multiple trapping of deuterium (D)

in a monovacancy [95] in iron has reported that there is direct trapping of D (up to

6 atoms) by defects rather than at defect-strain fields. Investigations [96] carried out

using density functional theory (DFT) predict that a single vacancy can store between

6 to 12 hydrogen atoms in tungsten (W) with de-trapping energies dependent upon

the fill threshold of the monovacancy. Multiple hydrogen occupancy of the vacancy

in FCC structures such as Ni and Al has been researched theoritically [97] where in

it is reported that up to six hydrogen atoms can be trapped by the monovacancy in

Ni, and that the binding energy for the last four hydrogen atoms are significantly

lower than the first two atoms since the de-trapping stages come into effect with the

reduction in the volume of the open defect. The study also provides a brief upon

the existence of a probable hierarchy of traps; the strongest binding energy of the

hydrogen is believed to occur at monovacanies [98] and vacancy clusters. The single

self-interstitials and interstitial clusters have a weaker interaction with hydrogen but

can influence the concentration of hydrogen within the metal by behaving as primary

traps once the vacancy defects have a saturated level of filled in hydrogen. The effect

of dislocations relatively lacks significance since they are weaker and fewer in number.

The trapping of hydrogen to defects in a nickel lattice such as dislocations and

grain boundaries is a widely explored matter. Atomistic analysis was undertaken

by Angelo et al . [1] to comprehend the energies which characterize the trapping of

hydrogen to lattice defects in nickel. For edge and screw dislocations, the maximum

trap site energy was computed close to 0.1 eV; for the Lomer-Cottrell areas it is

found to be 0.33 eV and at the grain boundaries the binding energy is close to 0.25

eV. The hydrogen segregation is observed to be maximum at the Lomer-Cottrell lock
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and grain boundaries in nickel where as lower extent to edge and screw dislocations.

The interaction of deuterium with two kinds of lattice defects in nickel inves-

tigated by Besenbacher et al . [99], [100] reported that vacancies have the highest

trap-binding energy of 0.43 eV in comparison with the metal self-interstitials having

a weaker energy of magnitude 0.24 eV. The calculations also indicate that the D atom

is delocalized when trapped within the vacancy, with a maximum displacement along

the direction from the vacancy to the octahedral site i.e. the preferred location within

the vacancy being very close to the octahedral interstitial site. The trap-strengths

are governed mainly by the interstitial electron density and by any open structures

within the lattice that leads to a trap. A study on the interaction of hydrogen iso-

topes with lattice defects in palladium the by Besenbacher et al . [98] revealed that the

vacancies and voids tend to act as the strongest traps and up to six hydrogen atoms

can be accommodated in a monovacancy. The study also focussed upon change in

trap strengths based upon the occupancy. The most open sites are the ones with the

lowest energy, octahedral in FCC. Thus the activation energy for the hydrogen atom

to move from one site to another reflecting the minimum density change is the highest

in close-packed FCC implying easier diffusion in BCC structures. Any open volume

defect will act as a trap for hydrogen since the energy is lowered due to a reduction

in the electron density i.e. more open the defect, the higher the trapping energy [98].

The density is less than optimum at the centre of the vacancy and hence the hydrogen

is displaced from the centre of the defect towards the interstitial position.

Recently, much research has been carried out using atomistic simulation to reveal

aspects of the embrittlement mechanisms [59], [90], [91], [101]. Evidence that the

passage of hydrogen is hindered by lattice imperfections which tend to attract and

bind it (trapping) has been proven by Smith et al . [102]. Due to its small volume

and light weight, it is difficult to study in detail the hydrogen atom in steel and only
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a few studies have reported direct observations of hydrogen (deuterium) [103], [104].

Identifying and studying traps can be useful in confining the hydrogen atoms, thereby

preventing them from diffusing to stress concentrations to result in damage.

The possible results of hydrogen trapping in point defects include increased solubil-

ity and reduced dimensional changes from hydrogen loading. Zirconium (Zr) vacancies

can behave as sinks accommodating up to nine hydrogen atoms [105]. The study un-

dertaken by Wolf et al . [105] reported that the binding energy in the vacancy is more

stable when compared to a defect free Zr lattice for up to six hydrogen atoms. But at

elevated temperatures, the hydrogen atoms tend to be highly distributed on intersti-

tial sites than trapped in local defects. The study also suggests that self-interstitial

defects have the potential to trap hydrogen but have weaker bonding when compared

to a vacancy [105].

Along with the vacancies behaving as primary traps, studies have indicated dis-

locations tend to have some role in interacting with hydrogen leading to possible

HELP [78] mechanisms independent of their possible roles in embrittlement. Exper-

imental data [106], [107] supports HELP involving enhanced dislocation motion but

the authors of Ref. [106] suggested that hydrogen interacts with other defects in turn

modifying their properties to impede dislocation motion. Hence HELP mechanisms

were investigated by Song and Curtin [4] using atomistic simulations in Fe, primarily

addressing the aspect of dislocation mobility in the presence or absence of hydro-

gen. They observed that under tension, the hydrogen atoms tend to accumulate at

the dislocation defect and form highly concentrated clouds as shown in Figure 3.3.

The trapping energy in the dislocation core was found to be close to 0.4 eV which

is comparable to the trapping energy range of 0.1 - 0.6 eV for hydrogen neighboring

a vacancy. Under applied shear, they observed that the dislocations pile up against

the obstacle and the trapped hydrogen atoms diffuse along with the defect exerting
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a significant resistance to the defect motion.

Figure 3.3: (a)Projected atomistic view of dislocation cores surrounded by clouds
of hydrogen atoms; (b) Close proximity atomistic view of a dislocation core
surrounded by hydrogen atoms. Figure reproduced from [4]

The hydrogen atoms in Figure 3.3 are represented by silver color and the Fe

atoms are colored with respect to the local atomic level stress, with positive and

negative values indicating tension and compression. The low dislocation velocity due

to solute drag suggested its dependence on hydrogen kinetics. Their findings were

fairly consistent with solute drag [108], wherein the velocity is controlled by a balance

between the applied force and the retarding force of the diffusible hydrogen cloud

along with the dislocation. Though the activation energy for hydrogen diffusion to

occur in Fe is very low (∼0.04 eV), molecular dynamics [2] was implemented to observe

the phenomenon. Their other findings included the direct hydrogen effect on the
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dislocation mobility and the no apparent shielding effect of hydrogen on dislocation

- dislocation interactions. The findings of this group motivated us to broaden our

spectrum of investigation from hydrogen trapping at a vacancy in nickel [2] to the

mobility analysis of the hydrogen-vacancy cluster under pressure.

Experimental studies [29], [57] have shown that hydrogen enhances the formation

of strain-induced vacancies in body-centered cubic and face-centered cubic metals and

alloys. Atomistic simulations of nanoindentation [109] in nickel have reported that

vacancies can significantly facilitate the onset of plasticity. Considering that vacancies

are the most evident and common defects occurring in crystals, their presence and

interaction with other defects can be of interest in the presence of hydrogen.

The findings of various studies made us ponder upon the idea of identifying the

optimised hydrogen trapping positions within the vacancy and to analyse accommo-

dation capacity of a monovacancy. Since previous investigations [99] [100] revealed

vacancy-interstitial sites are favourable in nickel, further questions originated like

what could happen if we continue filling in the all the interstitial sites (octahedral

and tetrahedral) within the vacancy, whether the first nearest neighbour intersti-

tial sites are more likely to be favoured, would the vacancy binding energy be lower

than the first nearest neighbor sites, does system size have an effect, etc. The re-

search was carried out without the effect of temperature and molecular statics [2]

was implemented to obtain the relaxed state of the atomic configuration with the

point defects. Since DFT is too computationally expensive to handle large scale sys-

tems [23], we investigated the trapping effect with respect to system size using an

empirical embedded-atom method potential. The detailed methodology undertaken

is explained in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
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3.4 Activation Energy for Vacancy Migration

Several micro-structural changes in solids takes place through solid state diffusion, i.e.

the movement of atoms in solid phases. Materials science phenomena such as defect

diffusion involve stochastic processes associated with the diffusion of atoms over barri-

ers that are high with respect to temperature i.e. the process is slow when the barrier

is high compared to temperature ((E/kbT ) � 1, refer Equation 1.1) and hence may

occur on time scales that are well beyond the reach of standard molecular-dynamics

simulations. At low temperatures, micro-structural dynamic activity in materials oc-

cur by activated processes (a sequence of jumps), in which the energy barriers crossed

are high. As explained in Chapter 2, on the PEL, the force is negative of the gradient

of the potential energy which makes the atomic configuration continuously move to-

wards a nearby local minimum (point from which a minor change increases the energy

in all directions on the phase space).

The Figure 3.1 (refer Section 3.1) is suitable in the circumstances of low tempera-

tures, where activated processes dominate relaxation and diffusion. In this state, the

lowest-energy paths have barriers many times higher than the average thermal energy

and jumps from one local minimum to another are sparse. Establishing the three key

points along the path; the minimum, the saddle point and the new minimum provides

information about the role of defects, the diffusion mechanism, etc.

By definition, the exploration of the potential energy landscape constitutes a

change in configuration which is quite complex especially since the atoms have access

to a continuous space. Different methods exist exits to identify transition points and

a method which concentrates on vital changes that take place in the microstructure

especially under transition state and search for saddle points whilst exploring the
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landscape is the activation-relaxation technique (ART) [110], [111], [112]. The tech-

nique is self-evolving in nature wherein it follows the well-defined paths (transition

pathways) between local energy minimum.

Starting from a relaxed local energy minimum, the approach treats the minimum

energy path as a path following the bottom of a valley to an adjacent saddle point.

This comparison is realistic since any displacement away from the minimum energy

path increases the energy. The algorithm displaces the first nearest neighbour shell

of atoms. The force is the first derivative of the energy and the curvature of the

PEL is the second derivative of the energy as a function of the coordinates. ART

works by displacing the atoms until a negative second order derivative i.e. negative

curvature is detected. It then moves the configuration in the direction of the negative

curvature and away from the original minimum while minimizing the forces in the

normal direction to the displacement. This implies that the configuration is pushed

away from the initial minimum and then relaxed. This action ensures that we do not

fall back into the original minimum by accident. In this study we have employed the

kinetic activation-relaxation technique (k -ART) [113], [114], [115] which applies the

ART algorithm to find the activated mechanisms.

The ART technique has been applied to study self-interstitial clusters [116] ranging

from monointerstitial to quadri-interstitial in iron where interstitial self-diffusions

have been examined to determine low energy configurations. Investigations carried

out on the neutral vacancy diffusion in bulk silicon [117] at zero pressure using ART

reported the activation energy for the diffusion mechanism in Si to be 0.32 eV, which is

in good agreement with previous studies [118], [119]. The k -ART package has proven

its reliabilty in studying point defects and vacancy diffusion pathways in Si [120].

The diffusion mechanisms and pathways for one to four carbon interstitials in Fe and

a monovacancy coupled with several carbon interstitials has been researched [121]
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using the k -ART package.

In this study we utilize ART in order to examine the diffusion energetics of the

vacancy and hydrogen-vacancy cluster in nickel. We investigate the effect of the

hydrogen cloud upon the vacancy defect during diffusion and try to understand if

there is any effect on the diffusion process when the system is loaded or stressed.

Essentially we aim to simulate a situation where the interstitial hydrogen atoms if

clouded around the vacancy have any tendency to migrate towards a stressed zone

in Ni as per reported findings in Al [4]. The results and analysis are presented in

Chapter 5 of this thesis.



Chapter 4

Methodology

Understanding the hydrogen-defect interaction in crystals is important for evaluating

whether it carries the potential to affect the embrittlement process. The prior chap-

ters provide the necessary background information with regard to the importance of

studying crystal defects, the role of atomistic modeling in understanding microscopic

effects (which in turn have influence on macroscopic properties), the effect of hydrogen

in metals, and theories relevant to hydrogen trapping by point defects. The purpose

of this study is to research the affinity of interstitial hydrogen to the vacancy defect

in bulk nickel, and to evaluate the possibility of hydrogen-vacancy cluster formation.

We then study the diffusion of the cluster under applied loads. The study builds

upon the findings of previous studies which have been covered in chapters 2 and 3.

The exploration of the potential energy landscape, implementing a suitable energy

minimization technique, choosing a robust interatomic potential and applying these

concepts first on a pilot study to then broaden the horizon of our study forms the

backbone of the methodology adopted.

This chapter includes all the techniques, calculations and software details. How

to reproduce the simulations performed in this thesis, should be clear after reviewing

this part.

60
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4.1 Simulation Setup and Design

The central tool in this thesis is the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel

Simulator (LAMMPS) software [122] which is a freely distributed classical molecu-

lar dynamics code developed by Sandia National Laboratories. The parallel Mes-

sage Passing Interface (MPI) and the Serial executables were downloaded from the

LAMMPS webpage [123]. The simulations have been done in a parallel environ-

ment on one central cluster, the High Performance Computing Virtual Laboratory

(HPCVL) located at Queen’s University. Post processing of LAMMPS output data

is handled by Python and MATLAB scripts we wrote to compute the physical prop-

erties of interest. Additionally, the Open Visualization Tool-Ovito [124] provided a

means to visualize the LAMMPS output data and debug any problems in LAMMPS

input scripts. In our simulations, multicore processors were used to take advantage

of the parallel processing capabilities of LAMMPS.

The properties predicted by an atomistic simulation are only as reliable as the

quality of the underlying interatomic potential. The embedded atom method (refer

Section 1.5) is a recently developed form of interatomic potential that has lead to

considerable improvement in the quality of prediction for metallic and intermetallic

properties.

4.1.1 Interatomic Potential

In classical simulations, the atoms are represented by point-like centers, which interact

though many-body interactions defined by the interatomic potential. In this manner,

the highly complex description of electron dynamics is replaced by an effective model

whose main features such as the hard core of the atoms and internal degrees of freedom

are described by a set of parameters and analytical functions, which depend on the
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mutual positions of the atoms in the configuration. These parameters and functions

give complete information about the system energy, as well as about the forces acting

on each particle.

The best choice of a potential for simulations of metals is a many-body poten-

tial, since pair-wise potentials such as the Lennard-Jones (LJ) [125] potentials do

not provide sufficient description of all properties of metals. For example, the LJ

potential imposes the Cauchy relation C12

C44
= 1 on the elastic constants; but the ratio

of the elastic constants is far from unity for most cubic crystals. Metallic bonding,

like covalent bonds, arises from the sharing of electrons, which implies that an accu-

rate description is required where many-body effects are to be considered. Pair-wise

potentials fail to estimate the structural relaxation and reconstruction around point

defects in metals. A good example being the vacancy formation energy obtained by

means of pair-wise potentials is overestimated, and is found to be almost equal to the

bulk cohesive energy.

Daw et al . [26] reported that by adding the embedded energy term for every atom

to the pairwise potential an improvement in simulation results is observed over pair

potentials. Using a similar approach, Angelo et al . [1] fit an interatomic potential

adopting the embedded atom method (EAM) to study the interaction of hydrogen

with various lattice defects in nickel. This potential can treat FCC Ni, FCC Al and

H [1]. Details of the fitting procedure are presented in the corresponding embedded

atom method paper published by Angelo et al. [1]. The potential gives an accurate fit

to the experimental values of lattice constant (ao), cohesive energy (Ecoh) and bulk

modulus (B) for any choice of pair potential (Φ(r)) and electron density(ρ(r)). Other

material properties such as elastic constants(C11, C12, C44), vacancy formation energy

(Evac), the bond length and migration energy show good agreement with experimental

results [1]. This EAM potential is considered to be an accurate potential available
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in literature for nickel-hydrogen (Ni-H) systems [90] [126]. It has been successfully

employed in molecular statics using LAMMPS for the study of hydrogen interaction

with dislocations in nickel metal [71].

Table 4.1: Comparison of the calculated values of nickel from the EAM potential
with the experimental values (Table reproduced from [1])

Parameter Calc. Experimental

ao Å 3.52 3.52

Ecoh cm
−2 4.45 4.45

C11 1012dyn cm−2 2.464 2.465

C12 1012dyn cm−2 1.473 1.473

C44 1012dyn cm−2 1.248 1.247

Evac eV 1.59 1.6

Emig eV 0.46 0.41

In this work, the Ni-H interactions were modeled using the EAM potential (Ni-Al-

H) developed by Angelo et al [1]. The potential was downloaded from the OpenKIM

Knowledge for Interatomic Potentials [127] website.

Table 4.1 adopted from [1] shows the experimental data used in the fitting param-

eter along with the calculated values from the EAM potential for nickel.

4.1.2 Simulation Technique and Methology

In this study, we employ a molecular statics (MS) technique for atomistic simulation.

Using the MS technique with the EAM potential, it is possible to address questions

about the relative stabilities and structures of Ni-H interactions. As explained in

Chapter 2, MS refers to the mechanism of finding the atomic geometry that cor-

responds to the lowest energy for a given defect specification. These energies and

structures thus correspond to the classical zero-temperature system, representing a
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good approximation at low temperatures (one-third melting temperature).

This section is organized as follows: In the first section, the method is exposed.

Then, preliminary calculations are performed with two goals: prepare configurations

for hydrogen trapping at a monovacancy, and study hydrogen in solution in the perfect

bulk, since it is the reference state for trapping. In this stage we research several sites

that are in competition for trapping the hydrogen. The objective is to reproduce some

key quantities that appeared in literature to firmly establish the agreement between

our molecular statics calculations and those done in the previous studies. Some of

the preliminary findings have been reported in this chapter which were necessary for

progression of this thesis study methodology. Later comprehensive calculations of m-

hydrogen atoms in a vacancy are presented where we try to investigate the hydrogen-

vacancy interaction and cluster formation. The goal is to establish the maximum

trapping capacity of the vacancy and to extract the typical trapping energy value

that can be compared to other studies. In the last stage we research the effect of

stress upon the hydrogen-vacancy cluster.

Initially, properties of defect free bulk Ni are calculated and compared with those

in literature. In order to verify that the Ni-Al-H potential accurately describes the

Ni-Ni interactions, the cohesion energy (Ecoh) and lattice parameter (a) were calcu-

lated for bulk Ni by implementing the EAM potential in LAMMPS. To accomplish

this, a simulation cell containing a FCC Ni lattice was defined. The size of the cell

spanned 5 lattice units in each direction (5×5×5) and contained 500 Ni atoms. All

the ground state properties of FCC nickel and preliminary calculations in this study

were undertaken on this supercell first. The bulk simulation is periodic in all three

directions at 0 Kelvin. The lattice parameter is expressed in terms of atomic volume.

The simple cubic super cell has the volume V = a3 and this volume divided by the

number of atoms gives the atomic volume. The nickel FCC cell contains four atoms
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in each supercell (refer Section 1.3.1).

From the literature we were aware that the lattice constant fit into the potential

was 3.52 Å. By varying the lattice parameter and calculating the energy of the

system using LAMMPS, an energy-volume curve is generated. This curve is fit to an

analytic form (Birch-Murnaghan Equation of State [128]) from which the equilibrium

lattice parameter and equilibrium cohesive energy can be directly estimated. Both

the values are vital for calculating the formation energy of defects in bulk Ni and

in estimating the trapping energy of hydrogen at a monovacancy. Their relevance in

implementation will be brought in the further sections of this chapter. The results

from this stage of study has been exposed in Section 5.1 of Chapter 5 in this thesis.

4.1.3 Preliminary Calculations

In this section, we present the main properties of vacancies and hydrogen in solution.

Single vacancy

First, a single vacancy is studied. Using the equilibrium lattice parameters calculated

from the analysis of the defect free Ni, a single atom is removed from the supercell and

energy minimization is performed. Figure 4.1 schematically shows the open-volume

(space within the dotted circle) created in the absence of a regular Ni atom in the

bulk lattice. The formation enthalpy of an n-vacancy (Hf
nv, where n = 1,2, etc.) is

calculated. Since the supercell is relaxed (the pressure on the supercell is equal to

zero), the formation enthalpy is equal to the formation energy of the vacancy (Ef
nv).

The Ef
nv was calculated as follows:

Ef
nv = E0[N ·Ni+ nV ]− E0[N ·Ni] (4.1)
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the formation of a single vacancy in a perfect lattice
configuration

where E0[N · Ni + nV ] and E0[N · Ni] correspond to the energy of the relaxed

super cell of a system with n-vacancies and that of the relaxed supercell of a system

without any vacancies (i.e. N nickel atoms).

Hydrogen in solution

Our main objective is to understand the atomistic mechanisms of hydrogen-vacancy

interaction in Ni. In order to compute the solubility of m hydrogen atoms in Ni, we

need to study the difference between two states; first, where the hydrogen atom is

inserted in the bulk lattice and the second where the hydrogen atom is under the

influence of the vacancy. In both the states we address the relative site preference

of the hydrogen atom towards the interstitial sites in competition i.e. the octahedral
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and the tetrahedral. The equation for the insertion (Ei[H]) energies according to the

site being evaluated is given by:

Ei[H] = Eo[N ·Ni+mH]− Eo[N ·Ni] (4.2)

where Eo[N ·Ni+mH] corresponds to the energy of the system with m interstitial

hydrogen atoms in the lattice.

The Figure 4.2 (a) shows the schematic insertion of the hydrogen atom (H ) as an

interstitial into a 2-dimensional perfect atomic configuration. The Figure 4.2 (b) is

an illustration of the interstitial hydrogen (smaller size atom) at the octahedral (O)

and the tetrahedral (T ) sites of the FCC Ni lattice.

Figure 4.2: Figure (a) Schematic of a hydrogen interstitial in perfect 2D lattice;
Figure (b) Hydrogen interstitial at the octahedral (O) and tetrahedral (T) sites
in an FCC lattice

Table 4.2 shows the results for a single hydrogen atom in solution in the perfect

bulk. It can be inferred that the hydrogen atoms are preferentially located in the
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octahedral sites as the site is approximately 0.41 eV lower in energy than the tetra-

hedral site. This site preference is in agreement with previous findings of Wimmer et

al. [129] and experimental observations [21].

Table 4.2: Hydrogen interstitial formation energy

Interstitial site Ei[H] eV

Octahedral -2.19

Tetrahedral -1.78

Adding to our findings of interstitial hydrogen in the bulk lattice, the second stage

of this work was to investigate the influence of a monovacancy upon the interstitial

hydrogen. Establishing the stability of a single hydrogen atom at a monovacancy was

a vital goal for us in order to proceed with our main scope of work i.e. to calculate the

trapping capacity of a monovacancy (hydrogen-vacancy interaction). This calculation

would aid us in identifying the possible sites of hydrogen preference within the vacancy

defect.

Primarily we calculate the formation energy of the vacancy and interstitial defects

completely unrelated to each other. Next we position the hydrogen atom at the sites

in the vacancy. The difference of energies between these two states gives the trapping

energy of the vacancy. This has been illustrated in Figure 4.3

For the monovacancy, three configurations were considered: the first two being

the hydrogen atom at the octahedral and tetrahedral interstitial sites of the vacancy

defect and the last being a hydrogen atom in substitution (i.e. positioned exactly at

the centre of the vacancy). These configurations were studied to basically check the

affinity of the hydrogen atom to the vacancy and the interstitial sites in competition.

We then proceeded to fill up the vacancy with the hydrogen atoms in an efficient
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Figure 4.3: Figure (a) represents the cell with vacancy and interstitial defects un-
related each other; Figure (b) represents the trapped hydrogen interstitial at a
vacancy

manner and further investigate the trapping effect i.e. whether the hydrogen atoms

diffusing through the bulk Ni lattice would prefer to cluster around a vacancy or stay

as interstitials. The trapping may lead to a reduction in the the defect formation

energy itself [3].

The trapping or solubility energy at the vacancy is given by:

Etrap(H) =
1

m

(
Eo[(N − 1) ·Ni+m ·H] + Eo[(N − 1) ·Ni]− Ef

nv

)
− Ei[H] (4.3)

where Eo[(N − 1) · Ni + m · H] corresponds to the energy of the system containing

a vacancy and m hydrogen atoms and Eo[(N − 1) · Ni] is the energy of the system

with a single vacancy.
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Figure 4.4: Hydrogen-vacancy (V) configurations at the substitution (S), octahedral
(O) and tetrahedral (T) sites in an FCC lattice

The hydrogen trapping energy calculated by Equation 4.3 determines the prefer-

ential location of the interstitial hydrogen among the competing sites i.e. the center

of the vacancy, the octahedral and tetrahedral positions. This is a situation where in

the single vacancy concentration CV is greater than the hydrogen concentration CH .

4.1.4 Investigation of the Hydrogen-Vacancy Cluster

On the other hand, if the CH is greater than CV , the question arises as to where

the excess hydrogen atoms be located, at the bulk interstitial sites or at the vacancy

sites? Based on our findings from the previous section, we proceeded in simulating

the hydrogen-vacancy cluster formation. This was done in order to investigate the

trapping capacity of a single vacancy. Primarily, after creating a vacancy defect,

the six octahedral interstitial sites of the vacancy were filled with hydrogen atoms.

Energy minimization was undertaken and the trapping energy for each of the added

hydrogens was calculated. A negative value of the trapping energy represented the

energy gained by the system when the hydrogen atoms are trapped at a single vacancy
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site relative to be dispersed in the bulk at different independent (non-interacting)

octahedral interstitial sites.

Figure 4.5: Schematic representation of a hydrogen-vacancy cluster

The Figure 4.5 indicates the environment of a vacancy (V ) in Ni with the hydrogen

atoms (in red) located at the octahedral sites (O). Once this operation was carried

out, we had two options to pursue. One to continue filling the tetrahedral interstitial

sites of the monovacancy and second to study the trapping effect when the hydrogen

atoms were filled in the octahedral sites of the first-nearest-neighbour Ni atoms next

to the vacancy. The motivation for pursuing this step was the result of the study by
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Gang et al. [3], wherein they perform similar calculations using DFT on first-nearest-

neighbour Al atoms. The results and analysis of this exercise have been covered in

detail in Chapter 5.

Initially during the course of our study, we limited the computation to be per-

formed on a simulation cell of size 5 × 5 × 5 with 500 Ni atoms. From the literature

we did notice that most of the studies performed to evaluate the hydrogen-vacancy

interactions were carried out using DFT [3], [28], [62]. DFT limits the size of the

cell being studied to a few atoms. Using empirical potentials we can overcome this

limitation and we could also evaluate if varying cell sizes can have an influence upon

the computed trapping energy of a vacancy. Essentially, as we already know, a defect

free crystal is infinite in nature and impossible to create in reality. By sequentially

increasing the size of the simulation cell we tried to imitate partially a real crystal by,

say, for example creating a large simulation cell of size 15×15×15 containing about

13500 atoms. This study involving a step by step increase in cell size was done for

range from 3×3×3 to 15×15×15 for m-hydrogen atoms around one vacancy. From

this study we could arrive at the difference in trapping energy of a vacancy between

the smallest and largest cell sizes, and study the degree of energy variation. From

this we can conclude whether a small size cell such as the ones used in DFT is robust

enough to provide us with the correct result.

4.1.5 Hydrogen-Vacancy Complex Migration

At this point, we were convinced of the stability of the hydrogen-vacancy complex.

The terminal scope of our study was to research the effect of hydrogen on the vacancy

mobility. The stable hydrogen concentration around the point defect provided a

configuration which we could subject to loads and investigate the vacancy migration

pathway.
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The size of the cell spanned 10 lattice units in each direction (10×10×10). Two

configurations of the cell were considered: First a relaxed configuration with one

vacancy, 3999 Ni atoms and 12 interstitial hydrogen atoms clustered around the

point defect; and second with 3999 Ni atoms and a single vacancy with no hydrogen

atoms, again in the relaxed configuration. Both the cells were subjected to tensile and

compressive pressures. We were primarily interested in the results for the pressure

range of 20 MPa to 10000 MPa; but extended the range over the course of our study

to evaluate the limit of the EAM potential we employed in this research.

The cells were individually subjected to a tensile-hydrostatic stress range of 20

MPa to 25000 MPa. The compressive load range varied from 20 MPa to 65000 MPa.

The upper limit of the load ranges were set by the EAM potential as any values

beyond these upper limits, the atoms were either extremely close or distant from

each other to have any kind of interaction based on the parameters that were fit into

the potential during its development.

The primary energy minimization was carried out in LAMMPS which was fol-

lowed by straining the cells by varying the lattice constant. ART was then applied

successively to every cell until the configuration reached a stable energy. The activa-

tion energy for vacancy migration at every loaded state was thereby calculated. The

results from this stage have been discussed in Section 5.4 of Chapter 5.



Chapter 5

Results and Analysis

The simulations were carried out in three stages; In the first stage equilibrium param-

eters of bulk Ni were calculated in order to verify the selection of the Ni-Al-H EAM

potential for this study, the energetics behind the hydrogen-vacancy complex was in-

vestigated in the second stage and in the last stage, the diffusion of the vacancy under

the influence of the interstitial hydrogen atoms and pressure were researched. The

results of them are presented in this chapter together with discussions. The method-

ology details and some important preliminary findings have been already discussed

in Chapter 4.

5.1 Verification of the Bulk Properties of Defect

Free Nickel

The properties of the bulk material will have considerable influence upon the be-

haviour of a particular material. The starting point of any investigation is to deter-

mine the stability of the bulk crystal by calculating the theoretical lattice parameter

and cohesive energy i.e. the properties of defect free nickel and comparing the same
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with the literature. The detailed procedure can be found in Section 4.1.2. The cohe-

sive energy, defined as the energy required to separate the atoms composing a solid,

varies with the distance between the atoms of a solid (unit cell volume) and reaches

a minimum. This stage is termed as the equilibrium cohesive energy, i.e. the point

where the pressure is zero.

The total energy curve as a function of atomic volume of nickel (refer Figure 5.1)

was generated, allowing the estimation of the equilibrium parameters. The volume

corresponding to the minimum energy identifies the equilibrium lattice parameter.

The lattice parameter and the cohesive energy per atom for the Ni crystal were

directly estimated from the Figure 5.1.

Table 5.1: The properties of bulk nickel: lattice parameter and cohesive energy per
atom

Parameter

Lattice parameter 3.52 Å

Cohesive energy per atom 4.45 eV

Table 5.1 shows the properties of defect free nickel by implementing the Ni-Al-

H EAM potential. They are in agreement with theoretical values fit into the EAM

potential [1] and with the experimental literature [130] [131]. This step verified the

robustness of the Ni-Ni interaction fit into the potential and justified its selection for

this study. With this conclusion we could proceed in using the parameters fit into the

potential (refer Table 4.1) in our further calculations as described in Section 4.1.3.
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Figure 5.1: The total energy curve of nickel as a function of atomic volume

5.2 Interactions between Hydrogen and a Mono-

vacancy

In our study, we try to understand first the hydrogen-vacancy interactions in bulk

nickel. For this we had to start off by studying the two point defects in question: the

vacancy and the interstitial defects. The initial calculation that we performed was to

find the vacancy formation energy Ef
nv using Equation 4.1. This value was essential in

assessing the hydrogen trapping capacity of a monovacancy and in investigating if the

point defect formation energy reduces due to interaction with interstitial hydrogen [3].
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The vacancy formation energy in bulk nickel was found to be 1.59 eV which is in

agreement with the EAM potential fitting value [1] and is close agreement with the

experimental value of 1.58 ± 0.01 eV [132].

The hydrogen interstitial formation energy (Ei[H]) was calculated (refer Table 4.2)

in bulk nickel using the Equation 4.2. The hydrogen atoms are located preferentially

in the octahedral sites with the site being 0.41 eV lower in energy when compared

to the tetrahedral position. The Ei[H] would be implemented in separating out the

trapping energy of a monovacancy in Equation 4.3 thereby eliminating the point

defect formation energy whist studying the hydrogen-vacancy cluster.

Next we proceeded in evaluating the site preference of interstitial hydrogen in the

presence of a monovacancy. The trapping energy (Etrap[H]) was calculated using the

Equation 4.3 and the results have been tabulated in the Table 5.2 below.

Table 5.2: Hydrogen trapping energy as per respective configurations

Site Etrap[H] eV

Centre of the vacancy 0.20

Octahedral -0.18

Tetrahedral -0.036

Table 5.2 shows the trapping energy of a single hydrogen atom under the influence

of a vacancy. The difference in energy between a hydrogen atom in substitution

and at the octahedral site confirms that the interstitial prefers to be located at

an off-center position rather than the geometric centre of the vacancy site. The

study is similar to the one performed by Gang et al. [3] where they try to find

the site preference of hydrogen in bulk aluminium before evaluating the trapping

capacity of a vacancy. The conclusion of our study is quite similar to the ones

reported by Besenbacher et al. in nickel [99], [100]. Furthermore, the octahedral
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site is approximately 0.15 eV lower in energy than the tetrahedral site which further

adds to the fact that the stable hydrogen-vacancy configuration exists when the

interstitial is located at the octahedral site. These values are in good agreement

with the study performed on the stability of vacancy-hydrogen clusters in nickel by

Tanguy et al. [61]. Hence the lowest energy position for the hydrogen atom in the

presence of a vacancy is the octahedral interstitial position.

5.3 Trapping Effect of Multiple Hydrogen Inter-

stitials at a Monovacancy

5.3.1 Hydrogen-Vacancy Energetics

Having established the stability of a single hydrogen atom at a monovacancy in nickel,

the emerging question was whether multiple hydrogen atoms would be stable at this

defect. This phenomenon resembles a situation wherein the single vacancy concentra-

tion (CV ) is lower than the interstitial hydrogen concentration (CH). The results for

Etrap[H] as a function of m-hydrogen atoms in interstitial positions of a monovacancy

are summarized in Figure 5.2.

The Figure 5.2 shows that it is energetically favorable for multiple hydrogen atoms

(12) to be trapped at a single vacancy site relative to being dispersed at the inter-

stitial sites as independent atoms. The first six hydrogen atoms are located in the

preferential octahedral interstitial sites and the remaining 6 hydrogen atoms are lo-

cated in the tetrahedral sites of the vacancy . It can be seen that the Etrap[H] is

approximately -0.18 eV for 6 hydrogen atoms and it rises up to -0.095 eV when the

7th is trapped at the tetrahedral site; stabilizing at approximately -0.055 eV for 12
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Figure 5.2: Trapping energy per hydrogen atom in eV as a function of the number
of hydrogen atoms being trapped at the octahedral and tetrahedral sites of a
vacancy

hydrogen atoms. This upward trend reconfirms our initial findings that the octahe-

dral sites in the vacancy are preferred by interstitial hydrogen atoms in comparison

with tetrahedral sites. We also observe that the tetrahedral sites do serve as trapping

sites but as more hydrogen atoms are filled in the vacancy, the Etrap[H] tends to be

move towards the positive value (closer to 0 eV); meaning the hydrogen atoms would

rather be displaced as interstitial atoms in the bulk, than being trapped by a vacancy.

5.3.2 Hydrogen-Vacancy Energetics involving First-Nearest-

Neighbor Sites

The surge in Etrap[H] with the trapping of the 7th hydrogen atom in the tetrahedral

site and the findings reported by Gang et al. [3] led us to investigate the trapping

energetics of the monovacancy, where interstitial hydrogens are positioned in the
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Figure 5.3: Trapping energy per hydrogen atom in eV as a function of the number
of hydrogen atoms being trapped at the octahedral sites

octahedral sites of the first-nearest atoms. The results for Etrap[H] as a function of

m-hydrogen atoms in octahedral interstitial positions of a vacancy and first-nearest-

neighbour Ni atoms of the vacancy are summarized in the Figure 5.3.

The Figure 5.3 represents a Etrap[H] value of -0.14 eV for the 12th hydrogen atom.

It is observed that the hydrogen atoms would preferentially be located at octahedral

sites of the first-nearest-neighbor Ni atoms of the vacancy rather than being located

at the tetrahedral sites (in comparison to Figure 5.2). These results are similar to

the trapping of up to 12 hydrogen atoms at a vacancy in Al [3] and twice or more

the highest number of hydrogen atoms (six) that can be trapped in Fe [28]. The plot

also shows that the number of hydrogen atoms trapped under the influence of the

vacancy can exceed 12.

In a FCC cell, each atom has 12 nearest-neighbors, each with six octahedral
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sites. The greater the number of hydrogen atoms, the more interstitial site combina-

tions that need to be studied through energy minimizations. Therefore, it becomes

more and more complicated to determine a true minimum. The total number of ar-

rangements required is a function of the nearest-neighbors and their octahedral sites.

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 provide an example of two of the many possible arrangements

of hydrogen interstitials around the same vacancy that would need to be computed

in order to find the true minima. Different arrangements lead to different trapping

energies, the Figure 5.4 arrangement has a trapping energy of -0.058 eV and Figure

5.5 of -0.06 eV. The true minimum can therefore only be established when all arrange-

ment simulations are exhausted, a task that grows significantly with the number of

interstitials. This is the main reason why a maximum of 12 atoms were studied in

this research.

Figure 5.4: Schematic representation of hydrogen interstitials around a vacancy
(V). The figure illustrates 12 hydrogen atoms at octahedral (O) sites around
the vacancy and first-nearest-neighbor Ni atom A
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Figure 5.5: Schematic representation of hydrogen interstitials around a vacancy
(V). The figure illustrates 12 hydrogen atoms at octahedral (O) sites around
the vacancy and first-nearest-neighbour Ni atom B

5.3.3 Interstitial Hydrogen Complex Energetics

We have brought out earlier in our study (refer Section 4.1.3, Table 4.2) that as

independent interstitials, the hydrogen atoms tend to prefer the octahedral interstitial

sites in the bulk lattice. But owing to our findings in the previous section, in order

to validate the clustering effect of the hydrogen atoms around a single vacancy we

simulated the clustering of the same number of hydrogen atoms around a Ni atom in

the absence of a vacancy. The results for Etrap[H] as a function of m-hydrogen atoms

in octahedral interstitial positions clustered around a Ni atom and a single vacancy

are summarised in the Figure 5.6.

From Figure 5.6 it is evident that the hydrogen atoms prefer to the cluster around

the vacancy but also show a tendency to cluster in the defect free bulk Ni lattice.
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Figure 5.6: Trapping energy per hydrogen atom in eV as a function of the number of
hydrogen atoms being trapped (in the vicinity of a Ni atom and a monovacancy)

The difference in the trapping energy for 12 hydrogen atoms between the two sys-

tems under study is 0.07 eV which is significant. From this we understand that the

hydrogen atoms would be present in octahedral interstitial sites in the absence of a

vacancy. This study further adds weight on our findings in the previous sections and

we can conclude here that the hydrogen atoms will cluster in and around the vacancy

defect rather than existing as interstitials at octahedral sites in the bulk lattice.

5.3.4 Maximum Trapping Capacity of a Monovacancy

The findings from our previous simulations led us to investigate the maximum number

of interstitial hydrogens that can be trapped by a vacancy until the Etrap[H] value

exceeds 0 eV. This study could enable us to preliminarily investigate if the vacancy

has a bigger influence on the nearest-neighbour sites and to check if these findings

from empirical potentials could lay the ground work for more detailed analysis of
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hydrogen-vacancy clusters using k-ART or DFT techniques. Energy minimization

simulations were undertaken wherein we continued filling in the octahedral sites of

the first-nearest-neighbour Ni atoms of the vacancy. We did however retain the first

12 hydrogen atoms to be positioned within the octahedral and tetrahedral interstitial

positions of the monovacancy based on our previous results (refer Section 5.3.1). The

outcome for Etrap[H] as a function of m-hydrogen atoms (exceeding 12) in a com-

bination of interstitial positions within the monovacancy and first-nearest-neighbour

Ni atoms are summarized in the Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7: Trapping energy per hydrogen atom in eV as a function of the number
of hydrogen atoms (exceeding 12) being trapped in and around a vacancy

The Figure 5.7 shows that up to 25 hydrogen atoms can be trapped in and around

the vacancy, beyond which they prefer to be located in octahedral interstitial positions

of Ni atoms in the bulk lattice. The vacancy does exert a trapping effect on the
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interstitial sites beyond its volume. The plot has significant high and low points as

a result of the high number of octahedral site combinations (six per Ni atom) that

exist at each first-nearest-neighbour atoms of the monovacancy. The result from this

particular study is an unrefined estimate of the trapping capacity. But it throws

light on a situation where we observe the potential for hydride formation around the

vacancy when the CV < CH , which might lead to embrittlement and ductile failure

of the metal. This kind of situation may arise when nickel is being charged with

hydrogen atoms and high diffusion of the interstitial atoms through the bulk occurs

in the absence of bigger defects like voids or dislocations.

5.3.5 Hydrogen-Vacancy Interaction based on Simulation

Cell Size

The hydrogen-vacancy complex interaction was primarily investigated on a simulation

cell of size 5×5×5 containing 499 Ni atoms (refer Section 4.1.4). Once we were

convinced about the trapping capacity of a monovacancy for 12 hydrogen atoms along

with their locations, we simulated the same set of energy minimization techniques

and calculations on range of cell sizes from 3×3×3 with 107 atoms to 15×15×15

with 13499 atoms, with all the cells containing a single vacancy. This study was

undertaken with large cell sizes to simulate the effect of a real crystal, ideally infinite

in nature but impossible to create. The effect of cell size upon the trapping energy is

evaluated here. The results of Etrap[H] as a function of hydrogen atoms at interstitial

sites around a vacancy for the cell range implemented in this study is summarized in

the Figure 5.8.

The trend for all the cell sizes in Figure 5.8 is consistent with each other when

the first 6 hydrogen atoms are located in the octahedral sites of the monovacancy.
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However for the 12th hydrogen atom the difference in the trapping energy between

the 3×3×3 and 15×15×15 cell sizes is approximately 0.0145 eV. From the figure,

it is evident that the trapping energy is essentially converged at cell size 6×6×6

beyond which the variation in trapping energy is minor between subsequent larger

cell sizes. The Figure 5.8 thereby illustrates a convergence study where we consider

the 15×15×15 cell size to represent a infinite cell wherein the interaction of the defect

being researched under periodic boundary conditions is negligible. The percent error

of the 3×3×3 cell in comparison to the 15×15×15 cell is approximately 10%, which

is a error estimate of small sized DFT calculations if used to calculate the trapping

effect. The equilibrium density of the vacancy defect in Ni at ambient conditions is

much lower than the lowest case studied here in the 15×15×15 cell i.e. one defect for

13500 Ni atoms.

Figure 5.8: Summary of trapping energy as a function of a trapped hydrogen atoms
for a range of cell sizes
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The graphical representation of trapping energy for 1 to 12 hydrogen atoms as

function of system size has been covered in Appendix A. All the plots effectively prove

that the empirical potential used in this study has significant effect upon the trapping

energy for cell sizes having up to 4000 atoms. The visible effect tends to become very

minor and aims to settle down by taking a linear profile with systems containing

large number of atoms, say in the range between 4000 to 13500 atoms. However,

between the smallest and the largest cell sizes, the difference in trapping energy for

the range of hydrogen atoms 1 to 12 is significant. This effect is not really accounted

in DFT studies due to their inherent limitations. Hence empirical potentials have an

upper hand while accounting large cell sizes and are able to capture this effect while

studying defects.

5.4 Effect of Pressure on the Hydrogen-Vacancy

Complex

5.4.1 Activation Energy for Vacancy Migration

Atomistic simulations of the effects of hydrogen on vacancy mobility and pile-ups were

performed to investigate possible nanoscale mechanisms for hydrogen embrittlement

by hydrogen enhanced local plasticity. We first examined the pure Ni system, which

served as a reference for the behavior in the Ni-hydrogen system. The hydrogen-

vacancy cluster serves as a system pre-charged with hydrogen, where the interstitial

hydrogen atoms form highly concentrated clouds around the monovacancy after re-

laxation. Song and Curtin [4] reported that hydrogen clouds around dislocations in

alpha iron tend to follow the mobile defects under strained conditions and exert re-

sistance to the defect motion. Based on the findings from this study, we researched
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the effect of tensile and compressive loads on the mobility of the hydrogen-vacancy

complex. The detailed methodology can be found in Section 4.1.5 of Chapter 4.

Figure 5.9: Illustration of activation energy for vacancy migration under the in-
fuence of a hydrogen cloud

The Figure 5.9 illustrates the energetics behind this study. The hydrogen-vacancy

complex at a relaxed minimum (stable position 1) has to overcome the activation

energy (q) to diffuse and arrive at a new minimum (stable position 2). Post analysis

of the simulation data, we noticed that the new configuration exists at a higher energy

state.

The plot of activation energy required for vacancy migration as a function of

pressure on the simulation cells is shown in Figure 5.10, with the tensile pressures

shown as negative and compressive pressures as positive.

The first thing that is evident from the Figure 5.10 is that the activation energy

is high for compressive loads because the energy barrier to overcome for diffusion or

migration of the vacancy is high. At tensile loads, the energy barrier is lower, due to

creation of space by increase in lattice constant between atoms. Also evident from
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of activation energy for vacancy migration as function of
pressure for a hydrogen-vacancy complex and a single vacancy

the curve is that the vacancy is capable of migrating with a lower activation energy

in comparison to the migration of the vacancy under the infuence of a hydrogen

complex. This implies, the hydrogen cloud around the vacancy offers some amount

of drag against the vacancy diffusion leading to a higher activation energy at this

state. This result is in agreement with similar findings by Song and Curtin [4] which

reported drag exerted by the hydrogen cloud around dislocation defects. The curves

also indicate a slight variation in energy at higher compressive loads. We estimate

this may be a result of the fit of parameters structured within the EAM potential.

The maximum difference between the activation energies of the two combinations

considered in this study is approximately 0.3 eV, representing an estimate of the

effective drag on vacancies due to the hydrogen clusters.
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5.4.2 Trapping Energy

The final part of this study is the investigation of the effect of pressure upon the

trapping energy of the vacancy. Two states were examined here. First, the hydrogen-

vacancy complex at the original position and second the complex at the new position

after vacancy migration. The Figure 5.11 is a summary of the trapping energy as a

function of pressure.

Figure 5.11: Comparison of trapping energy of a vacancy as a function of pressure
for a hydrogen-vacancy complex

In Figure 5.11, it can be observed that the vacancy after migrating to a new po-

sition still has the ability to trap the interstitial hydrogen atoms i.e. the trapping

energy is well below the zero energy line. This implies that with the increase in the

local atom strain, the hydrogen cloud around the vacancy does not move towards to

interstitial sites of the Ni atoms and prefers to be positioned with the vacancy. The

difference in the trapping energy capacity under tensile load conditions is approxi-

mately 0.007 eV and under compressive loads is approximately 0.01 eV. The vacancy

at the new position however contains a slightly lower trapping capacity owing to

the energy lost to overcome the drag exerted by the hydrogen cloud (refer Figure
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5.9. From our results, we have shown that the trapping energy is strongly negative.

The hydrogen-vacancy complex is stable under strained conditions post migration.

This implied that the interstitial hydrogen atoms will follow the vacancy under the

conditions studied instead of being dissipated into the lattice configuration. The con-

clusion being the vacancy retains its ability to remain as a effective trapping zone

under loaded conditions for interstitial hydrogen.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Recommendations

Atomistic modeling and simulations are gaining popularity among researchers and

scientists for investigating material properties with a view of enhancing their desir-

ability in many engineering applications. The purpose of this thesis has been to give

a better understanding of the underlying mechanisms of hydrogen interstitial trap-

ping in nickel at the vacancy point defect which may lead to hydrogen embrittlement.

Configurations were investigated through energy minimization using LAMMPS and

the ART feature in k-ART by implementing the Ni-Al-H embedded atom method

potential. Several important bulk material properties for nickel are reproduced that

agree well with literature. The vacancy formation energy agrees well with previously

published computational and experimental work. Formation energies for various in-

terstitial configurations were also calculated which show that the octahedral site is

the prevalent occupation site in the lattice configuration. Under the influence of the

vacancy, the octahedral site retains its dominant state over the substitutional site.

Twelve or more hydrogen atoms can be trapped at a single vacancy site. The vacancy

has an influence over the octahedral sites of its first-nearest-neighbour Ni atoms and

over 20 hydrogen atoms can be trapped under this influence. This may lead to the

formation of a hydride under high local concentrations of hydrogen.

92
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We have shown that the vacancy is capable of trapping multiple hydrogen atoms

with local interstitial concentrations much higher than the average bulk value. The

strong binding between the hydrogen and vacancy defect together with the stability

and mobility of the cluster may lead to the formation of hydrogen enriched micro-

voids by the coalescence of vacancies with trapped hydrogens. The lattice mobility

of hydrogen atoms is also enhanced due to this multiple trapping at a single vacancy.

This notable trapping at vacancies can contribute to a chain of events by which a

substantial increase of local hydrogen concentration may occur without significant

pile up at bulk interstitial sites. These vacancy based mechanisms may lead to loss

in ductility as it is generally believed that hydrogen induced embrittlement in metals

is through plastic rupture.

Our study on the effect of cell size upon trapping energy has shown considerable

variation between the smallest and largest cell size studied (up to 0.014 eV); which

indicates empirical potentials are capable of capturing the complete mechanics at the

atomistic level, while DFT may be less accurate due to the limitation of small system

sizes. Cell sizes containing upto 13500 atoms were investigated in this research,

showing that the results had essentially converged to a value independent of the

system size.

We have investigated the possible role of hydrogen in influencing vacancy mobility

and pile-up in Ni, as a means of understanding the whether all these vacancy-based

mechanisms contribute to the hydrogen embrittlement. Our atomistic simulations

show that hydrogen interstitials can form clusters around the moving vacancy, causing

solute drag and thereby resisting rather than enhancing vacancy migration. Adding

to this, our simulations show that the hydrogen-vacancy cluster, under the applied

pressures remains stable.

Future work should first include the calculation of the maximum trapping
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capacity of a single vacancy, wherein detailed hydrogen configurations need to be

studied accounting the large number of first-nearest-neighbour octahedral sites

around the vacancy. The interaction of two or more hydrogen enriched vacancies

amongst themselves would be interesting to investigate if they form micro-voids.

The binding between the clusters and dislocation cores in the bulk might lead to a

better understanding of hydrogen embrittlement through plastic rupture. Whether

the hydrogen cloud provides measurable shielding of vacancy interaction or against

other defects is another point to research.
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Figure A.1: The trapping energy of 1 hydrogen atom as a function of system size
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Figure A.2: The trapping energy of 2 hydrogen atoms as a function of system size
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Figure A.3: The trapping energy of 3 hydrogen atoms as a function of system size
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Figure A.4: The trapping energy of 4 hydrogen atoms as a function of system size
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Figure A.5: The trapping energy of 5 hydrogen atoms as a function of system size
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Figure A.6: The trapping energy of 6 hydrogen atoms as a function of system size
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Figure A.7: The trapping energy of 7 hydrogen atoms as a function of system size
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Figure A.8: The trapping energy of 8 hydrogen atoms as a function of system size
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Figure A.9: The trapping energy of 9 hydrogen atoms as a function of system size
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Figure A.10: The trapping energy of 10 hydrogen atoms as a function of system
size
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Figure A.11: The trapping energy of 11 hydrogen atoms as a function of system
size
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Figure A.12: The trapping energy of 12 hydrogen atoms as a function of system
size
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